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Abstract

The release of glutamate from neurons is essential for the transmission of 

information in the central nervous system. The subsequent uptake of glutamate into 

cells by membrane bound transporters is also crucial in order to terminate signal 

transmission, as glutamate is not degraded by extracellular enzymes. In addition to 

terminating synaptic transmission, glutamate transporters are important in maintaining 

the tonic extracellular glutamate level below neurotoxic concentrations, which would 

otherwise lead to cell death within a matter of hours. In this thesis, I have investigated 

4 aspects of the control of extracellular glutamate concentration by transporters.

First, I determined the ionic stoichiometry of the most abundant sodium- 

dependent glutamate transporter in the brain, GLT-1, using electrical methods, Each 

glutamate anion was shown to enter the cell accompanied by 3Na^ and 1H% while IK^ 

moves in the other direction.

Second, I investigated the potential importance of cystine-glutamate exchange, 

using a whole-cell clamped ‘sensor’ neuron to monitor the glutamate it releases. 

Although cystine-glutamate exchangers occur in numbers comparable to sodium- 

dependent glutamate transporters in some areas of the brain, their ability to modulate 

the extracellular glutamate concentration was found to be much weaker.

Third, I studied modulation of sodium-dependent glutamate transporters by 

agents acting on metabotropic glutamate receptors. Preliminary data suggest that 

metabotropic glutamate receptors can exert a modulatory effect on transporter 

function.

Lastly, I studied the effects of bilirubin, which is released in neonatal jaundice, 

and has been proposed to kill cells by potentiating glutamate’s action on NMD A



receptors. I found no effect of bilirubin application on sodium-dependent glutamate 

transporters, nor on NMDA or AMP A receptors.

These data significantly advance my understanding of the membrane 

transporters controlling glutamate homeostasis in the CNS.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

1.1 Introduction : glutamate as a neurotransmitter.

In this thesis I will describe experiments that I have carried out in order to 

study homeostasis of the extracellular glutamate concentration in the brain. This 

introduction provides a background to the work I have done, explaining what was 

already known, before my work, on the properties of glutamate receptors and 

transporters in the brain. It also outlines the rationale for the methods employed.

Glutamate is an acidic amino acid which, for over forty years, has been known 

to act as an excitatory neurotransmitter in the vertebrate central nervous system 

(CNS). This structurally simple molecule (Figure 1.1) has been shown to act on a 

number of receptor types, both on neurons and glia in the CNS, in addition to 

participating in normal cellular metabolism. Due to the wide variety of proteins that it 

interacts with, and their diverse methods of responding to the interaction, the actions 

of glutamate as a neurotransmitter in the CNS are complex, as described below. 

Furthermore, unlike some other neurotransmitters such as acetylcholine, glutamate is 

not broken down in the extracellular space by enzymes, but must be taken up into cells 

in order to terminate its excitatory action. This is achieved by a number of 

homologous sodium-dependent transmembrane transporter proteins that move 

glutamate against its electrochemical gradient into neurons and glia. In addition to 

terminating synaptic transmission, these transporters also keep the extracellular 

concentration below levels that trigger neuronal death.

In the following sections, I will describe the different types of known receptors 

and transporters for glutamate in sufficient detail to provide a background to the 

experiments I describe in the results section of this thesis.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the molecular structure of glutamate in the anionic 

form (which over 99% of glutamate exists in at physiological pH).
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1.2 Glutamate receptors in the CNS

The majority of excitatory synapses in the mammalian CNS are thought to use 

glutamate as a neurotransmitter. Glutamate is released from presynaptic terminals by 

vesicular exocytosis and activates a wide variety of postsynaptic receptors and 

presynaptic autoreceptors. All of the receptors which have been characterised to date 

have varying affinities, kinetics and responses to glutamate activation, and have been 

defined in part by the identity of the agonist which activates them most specifically. In 

many cases, the receptors have greater affinities for these specific agonists than for 

glutamate itself, but glutamate is the only endogenous agonist which is able to act on 

all of them.

Glutamate receptors in the CNS can be broadly split into two major groups, 

ionotropic receptors which are coupled directly to ion channels, and metabotropic 

receptors which are coupled through G proteins to enzymes or ion channels. Since 

experiments are reported in this thesis using ionotropic receptors as sensors of 

glutamate released by transporters, and investigating the possible modulation of 

transporters by metabotropic receptors, in the following sections I will review the 

properties of these receptors.

1.2.1 lonotropic receptors

lonotropic receptors tend to have relatively fast activation kinetics (compared 

to metabotropic receptors), and are known to mediate fast excitatory transmission at 

mammalian CNS synapses. These receptors can be divided into different classes 

according to the specific pharmacological agents that activate them. Whilst all of the 

receptors respond to glutamate, there are three classes which respond relatively 

specifically to NMDA, AMPA and kainate, and they are named accordingly. In 

chapter 4 of this thesis I use AMPA / kainate receptors to sense glutamate released by
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cystine-glutamate exchangers. In chapter 6 I describe experiments investigating the 

possible modulation of NMD A and AMP A receptors by bilirubin.

1.2.1.1 NMDA Receptors

NMDA receptors have a high affinity for glutamate (EC50 in the low 

micromolar range (Patneau & Mayer, 1990). They are also activated by NMDA and 

L-aspartate, but not by AMP A, trans-KCVT) or kainate. They are specifically blocked 

by the competitive antagonist for the glutamate binding site AP-5, the competitive 

antagonist for the glycine binding site (see below) dichlorokynurenate (Kemp and 

Leeson, 1993) and the open channel blocker MK-801 (MacDonald and Nowak, 1990), 

but not by CNQX or MCPG (which block non-NMDA and metabotropic receptors 

respectively) (Monaghan et al., 1989).

NMDA receptors gate a cation conductance when activated, which is 

permeable to sodium, potassium and calcium, so that their opening results in a net 

inward current. However, at normal cell resting potentials current flow is prevented by 

a magnesium ion block from the external face of the receptor channel; Mg^^ is pulled 

partly into the channel at negative potentials, where it sticks, blocking movement of 

other ions (Nowak et a/., 1984). The cell membrane must be depolarised before the 

block can be removed, and thus at normal resting potentials NMDA receptor 

associated cation flux is not possible. Depolarisation of the cell membrane, as occurs 

when non-NMDA receptor channels are activated, allows removal of the magnesium 

block, and thus concurrent glutamate binding to NMDA and non-NMDA receptors is 

thought to be how NMDA receptor cation fluxes are usually activated under normal 

physiological conditions. Glycine binding at a specific site on the NMDA receptor is 

also an absolute requirement for its activation (Johnson & Ascher, 1987)
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There are six cloned sub-units of the NMDA receptor (reviewed by Hollmann 

and Heinemann, 1994), NMDARl, NMDAR2A-D, and NMDAR3A. Complete 

NMDA receptors are thought to exist as pentamers containing both NMDARl and 

NMDAR2 subunits. Different NMDAR2 sub-unit types confer different affinity, 

magnesium block and de-activation kinetic properties to the complex. The glutamate 

binding site is on the NMDAR2 subunit (Laube el a l, 1997), and the glycine binding 

site is on the NMDARl subunit (Kuryatov et a l, 1994). The NMDAR3A subunit, 

which is expressed primarily during brain development, co-immunoprecipitates with 

NMDARl and NMDAR2 subunits. When it is added to oocytes expressing 

heteromeric NMDARl and NMDAR2 channels it results in a smaller unitary 

conductance, and knockout of NMDAR3A in mice results in enhanced responses to 

NMDA and increased dendritic spines in early postnatal cerebrocortical neurons (Das 

e ta l,  1998).

The entry into the cell of calcium through the NMDA receptor channel is 

thought to be significant for cell signalling, and has been implicated in triggering the 

increase of synaptic gain occurring in long term potentiation (LTP). Since calcium 

will only enter through NMDA receptor channels when both the presynaptic cell is 

depolarised (to release glutamate) and the postsynaptic cell is depolarised (to remove 

the magnesium block), the NMDA receptor is a ‘coincidence detector’ of a Hebbian 

kind (Jessell & Kandel, 1998), allowing calcium entry to trigger an increase in 

synaptic gain only when pre- and post-synaptic cells are active approximately 

simultaneously (Bliss & Collingridge, 1993). Calcium entry into cells has also been 

suggested as a cause of cell death, and the prolonged activation of NMDA receptors 

under pathological conditions is suspected to be one of the causes of delayed 

neurotoxicity and apoptosis seen after brain ischaemia due to stroke or mechanical
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insult (reviewed by Choi & Rothman, 1990; Szatkowski & Attwell, 1994: See section 

1.4).

1.2.1.2 AMP A receptors

AMP A receptors are activated by glutamate with an EC50 in the tens to 

hundreds of micromolar range (Patneau & Mayer, 1991). They are also activated by 

AMP A, kainate and quisqualate, but not by NMDA. They are selectively blocked by 

the specific antagonists CNQX, DNQX, GYKI and NBQX. AMP A receptors gate a 

cation conductance when activated which is permeable to sodium, potassium and in 

some cases (according to the sub-unit composition of the channel) calcium. Thus, as 

with NMDA receptors, activation of AMP A receptors causes an inward current at 

physiological potentials. Unlike NMDA receptors, current passes through AMP A 

receptors at the normal cell resting potential (since there is no magnesium block), and 

can thus depolarise cells to the point at which NMDA receptors (if present) can 

generate an inward current. The kinetics of AMP A receptor currents are much faster 

(rise time <lms, decay time ~2ms (Silver et al., 1992) than those of NMDA receptors 

(rise time -7ms, decay time 300-600ms (Lester et al., 1990), but AMP A receptors 

also desensitise rapidly (<10ms) if exposed for a prolonged time to extracellular 

agonist, so that they tend to form only the fast component of any glutamatergic EPSC 

(Silver et al., 1992). Pharmacological agents such as trichlormethiazide can be used to 

block this rapid desensitization.

There are four cloned sub-units of the AMP A receptor, GluRl-4, with GluR2 

being the subunit which governs the receptor’s permeability to calcium. In this 

subunit, a glutamine residue is replaced with an arginine due to post-transcriptional 

RNA editing, and this reduces the receptor’s calcium permeability. It is known that 

functional AMP A receptors can exist as homomers or heteromers, probably in
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pentameric configuration, and that the subunit composition influences the 

characteristics of the complete receptor. However, there are also splice variants of 

each subunit, known as ‘flip’ and ‘flop’, and these variants also confer different 

properties on a complete receptor complex.

1.2.1.3 Kainate receptors

Whilst NMDA and AMP A receptors are known to be involved in fast 

transmission at synaptic terminals, the exact role of kainate receptors is less well 

understood. These receptors are activated by glutamate, kainate and quisqualate, and 

are antagonized by CNQX, NBQX and DNQX. Activation of kainate receptors gates a 

cation channel which is permeable to sodium, potassium and (depending, as with 

AMP A receptor sub-units, upon post transcriptional editing of subunits) calcium. 

There are five known kainate receptor sub-units that have been identified, and these 

are split into two groups according to their affinity for kainate. The high affinity sub

units are KAl-2, and the low affinity sub-units are GluR5-7.

KAl and KA2 have been expressed in oocytes and cell lines, but no functional 

receptors were detected, so it is unlikely that they form homomeric or high affinity 

heteromeric receptors in vivo. Functional interactions of KAl with GluR5-7 have not 

been reported either (Werner et a i, 1991). KA2 is expressed widely in the brain, and 

has been shown to form functional channels by interacting with GluR5 and GluR6 

(Herb et al, 1992; Sakimura et al, 1992). GluR5 and GluR6 have also been shown to 

form homomeric receptors in vitro, but GluR7 has not been shown to form functional 

channels by interacting with any other sub-unit, nor is it thought to be able to form 

homomers (Bettler et al, 1992; Lomeli et al, 1992).

Antibody labelling has been used to demonstrate that kainate receptor subunits 

are present in both dendrites and axons in the hippocampus (Seigel et al, 1995,
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Petralia et a l,  1994), suggesting pre- and postsynaptic actions of the receptor. The 

destruction of mossy fibre terminals in the hippocampus has been shown to reduce the 

convulsive effects of kainate on CAl neurons, adding support to the idea of a 

presynaptic locus of kainate receptor action (Debonnel et a l, 1989), whilst both 

autoradiographic studies (Represa et a l, 1987) and electrophysiology (Vignes & 

Collingridge, 1997; Castillo et a l, 1997) have been used to demonstrate the presence 

and function of postsynaptic kainate receptors on CA3 neurons. The ability to isolate 

kainate receptor activity electrically has become possible in recent years due to the 

production of benzodiazapine derivatives (such as the GYKI family) which selectively 

block AMP A, but not kainate receptors.

1.2.2 Metabotropic receptors

In chapter 5 of this thesis I investigate whether metabotropic glutamate 

receptors (mGluRs) modulate glutamate transporters. These receptors are not directly 

coupled to ion channels, but rather act via G proteins on the cell membrane. This 

makes some of the effects of mGluR activation intrinsically slower than ionotropic 

receptors, but it also allows them to be more diverse in their reaction to glutamate 

binding. The mGluRs are seven trans-membrane domain proteins which are much 

larger than the previously identified G-protein-coupled receptors, and have little 

sequence homology with members of that superfamily. There are currently 8 cloned 

mGluRs, and these are split up into 3 sub-groups according to their pharmacological 

characteristics and sequence homology. mGluRs of the same group have a high degree 

of sequence homology, whereas between groups the level of homology is only around 

45% (Nakanishi, 1992).

Group-I consists of mGluRl and mGluR5, group-II of mGluR2 and mGluR3, 

and group-III of mGluR4 and mGluR6-8. Splice variants have been identified for
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mGluRl, mGluR4 and mGluR5 (Minakami et a/. 1993; Pin et al., 1992; Simoncini et 

at., 1993; Tanabe et a i, 1992), and they display different agonist potency and function 

(reviewed by Pin & Duvoisin, 1995). In addition to glutamate, group-I receptors are 

activated by quisqualate and trans-KCVT>, group-II receptors by trans-KCPY>, and 

group-in receptors by L-AP4. (+)MCPG is a known antagonist for mGluR2, but its 

potency is weak, and it blocks mGluRl at the same concentration. Group-m receptors 

have a distinctive sensitivity to L-AP4 and insensitivity to trans-A.CVT>. There is 

currently no selective antagonist for Group-Ill mGluRs.

1.2.2.1 Transduction mechanisms o f mGluRs

The elucidation of the transduction mechanisms employed by mGluRs is 

dependent largely upon the use of selective agonists and antagonists, and upon the 

comparison of the effects of mGluR activation with those of the messenger systems 

thought to be involved. In some cases, the identification of the native mGluR group 

involved is made more difficult by the lack of agonist / antagonist specificity and the 

possibility of the presence of more than one type of mGluR in the system under study. 

The many and varied methods of mGluR signal transduction have been reviewed in 

detail (Bockaert et a l, 1993; Pin & Duvoisin, 1995; Ozawa et a l, 1998), and I will 

only summarize them here.

1.2.2.1.1 Activation of phospholipase C (PLC) and calcium release from internal 

stores

mGluR activation can lead to an increase in intracellular calcium levels 

(Courtney et a l, 1990; De Barry et a l, 1991), and this is thought to be due to the 

activation of PLC by group-I mGluRs. This theory is reinforced by the observation 

that the release of calcium which results from mGluR stimulation is identical to that 

produced by PLC activation, and they share many of the characteristics of calcium
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release from intracellular stores, such as oscillations, and even waves in astrocytes 

(Charles et al., 1991; Cornell-Bell et al., 1990; Glaum et al., 1990; Jensen & Chiu, 

1990). In addition to calcium release due to IP3 production, PLC activation also causes 

the production of diacylglycerol, which in turn activates protein kinase C

1.2.2.1.2 Stimulation of adenvlvl cvclase

The application of mOluR agonists quisqualate and trans-A.CVT) leads to an 

increase in intracellular cAMP formation (Schoepp & Johnson, 1993). It is unclear 

which receptor group is responsible for this action but it is known that the effect is not 

due to a direct coupling of an mOluR with the G protein stimulating adenylyl cyclase, 

but rather a potentiation of the stimulation of adenylyl cyclase by endogenous 

adenosine acting on purinergic A2 receptors (Schoepp & Johnson, 1993; Winder & 

Conn, 1993). Indeed, it is thought that any mGluR could activate the latter effect by 

releasing py subunits which potentiate the stimulation of adenylyl cyclase by G«s 

(Sternweis, 1994).

1.2.2.1.3 Inhibition of adenvlvl cvclase

Several research groups have reported the inhibition of adenylyl cyclase, and a 

subsequent drop in cAMP levels following glutamate application to mGluRs (Pin & 

Duvoisin, 1995). Both Group II and III mGluRs are implicated in this action, and the 

antagonistic effect of pertussis toxin suggests that a G protein of the Gi family is 

involved in the transduction process.

1.2.2.1.4 Activation of a cGMP phosphodiesterase

This action is seen in retinal bipolar cells as a result of AP4 application to 

mGluR6-like receptors (Nawy & Jahr, 1990; Shiells & Falk, 1990), and is thought to 

be mediated by a similar cascade to that which operates downstream of rhodopsin in
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photoreceptors (but see Nawy, 1999). It is not known whether such a transduction 

mechanism exists for other mGluRs.

12 .2 .1.5 Activation of phospholipase A? (PLA?)

PLA2 activation is thought to occur due to agonist binding to a PLC -coupled 

mGluR leading to calcium release, which then activates PLA% (Dumuis et al., 1990). 

PLA2 activation releases arachidonic acid from cultured striatal neurons. An unusual 

factor in this particular pathway is that arachidonic acid release is only seen if the cells 

are also depolarised at the time of mGluR activation, possibly due to a requirement for 

a synergistic increase in intracellular calcium produced by calcium entry through 

voltage-gated channels at the same time as calcium release from intracellular stores..

1.2.2.1.6 Regulation of calcium channels

mGluR groups I, II and III are all capable of inhibiting L-type calcium 

channels (Lester & Jahr, 1990; Sayer et al., 1992; Chavis et al., 1994; Trombley & 

Westbrook, 1992) probably via the direct action of a Go protein (Kleuss et al., 1991). 

N-type calcium channels can also be inhibited, but only group I and II mGluRs are 

thought to be capable of this action. Group I mGluRs are also capable of activating L- 

type channels under some circumstances (Chavis et a l, 1994), making them capable 

of complex intracellular calcium concentration regulation.

1.2.2.1.7 Regulation of potassium channels

Potassium channels can be both activated and inhibited by mGluRs. Activation 

of a calcium-activated potassium channel has been observed in cerebellar granule cells 

where a PLC-coupled mGluR increases intracellular calcium by release from 

intracellular stores (Fagni et a l, 1991). Inhibition of potassium channels is seen in a 

number of cell types (Guerineau et a l, 1994; Glaum & Miller, 1992; McCormick &
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Krosigk, 1992), and pharmacological evidence suggests that this is probably mediated 

by group I and possibly group II mGluRs.

1.2.2.I.8 Regulation of ionotropic receptors

Group I mGluRs have also been implicated in the regulation of AMP A, 

NMDA and GAB A A receptors (Pin & Duvoisin, 1995). Both NMDA and AMP A 

receptors are potentiated, whilst GAB A A receptors are inhibited. In CAI pyramidal 

cells, ACPD has been shown to potentiate NMDA, but not AMP A receptors 

(Aniksztejn et al., 1992; Harvey & Collingridge, 1993). This effect is blocked by the 

intracellular injection of PKC inhibitors, and this may be explained by PKC reducing 

the magnesium block of NMDA receptor channels (Chen & Huang, 1992). The 

modulation of NMDA channels by mGluRs appears to be complex, as in the absence 

of magnesium mGluR agonists can reduce NMDA channel mediated rises in 

intracellular calcium, by a mechanism invloving PKC (Courtney & Nicholls, 1992).

1.2.2.2 Physiological roles o f mGluRs

It is clear from the wide variety of transduction mechanisms and the complex 

interactions between mGluRs and their messenger systems, that the scope for 

physiological influence is massive. As with the transduction mechanisms, the 

physiological role of these receptors has been reviewed in detail (Pin & Duvoisin, 

1995, Ozawa et a l, 1998), and the following summary is only intended to provide a 

general overview of the effects of the mGluR family which are currently seen as 

physiologically important.

1.2.2.2.1 Regulation of neuronal excitabilitv

The application of mGluR agonists to neurons results in a slow membrane 

depolarisation and an increase in the firing rate of the neurons affected. It has been 

postulated that the depolarisation is due to the inhibition of a number of potassium
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channels which contribute to the resting membrane conductances of these cells 

(Guerineau et al., 1994; Charpak et a l, 1990), whilst the increased firing rate is 

caused by the inhibition of another potassium channel which generates the 

hyperpolarization following an action potential (Charpak et al, 1990).

An important role for mOluRs in glutamatergic transmission has been 

demonstrated at several synapses, but perhaps the best known is that of m01uR6 

which mediates the transmission of signals from photoreceptors to ON-bipolar cells in 

the retina (Shiells & Falk, 1990; Nawy & Jahr, 1990). In cerebellar slices, repeated 

stimulation of the parallel fibres results in slow, mGluRl mediated, EPSCs in Purkinje 

cells (Batchelor& Garthwaite, 1997). A single climbing fibre stimulation to the same 

Purkinje cell potentiates these EPSCs for up to 2 minutes (Batchelor & Garthwaite, 

1997), suggesting a novel form of temporal integration in the cerebellum.

1.2.2.2.2 Presvnaptic inhibition.

In contrast to the excitatory effects described in the previous section, mGluRs 

also participate in suppressing transmitter release from presynaptic terminals 

(reviewed by Nakanishi et a l, 1994). The type of mGluR involved in this inhibition 

appears to differ between different regions of the brain, but the mechanism is thought 

to centre around the inhibition of calcium channels (as discussed in section 1.2.2.1.6), 

and the subsequent blockage of transmitter release. This effect has been seen for both 

glutamatergic and GABAergic synapses (Barnes-Davies & Forsythe, 1995; Takahashi 

e ta l,  1996b; Salt e/a/., 1996).

1.2.2.2.3 Svnaptic plasticitv.

The ability of mGluRs to modulate glutamatergic transmission has led to the 

belief that they may also play a part in LTP and LTD in the hippocampus and 

cerebellum. In the CAl region of the hippocampus, experiments using selective
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agonists (McGuiness et al., 1991) and antagonists (Bashir et al, 1993), and targeted 

disruption of mGluR expression (Aiba et a l, 1994), failed to produce consistent 

results. It is currently believed that mGluR activity is not required for the induction of 

LTP in this region, but may modulate the threshold at which LTP is triggered.

In the CA3 area of the hippocampus, there is again confusion surrounding the 

requirement of mGluRs for LTP. mGluRl deficient mice showed impaired LTP at the 

mossy fibre synapse in experiemnts carried out by Conquet et al (1994), but Hsia et al 

(1995) failed to reproduce these results. In contrast, LTD at mossy fibre synapses is 

known to involve the activation of mGluR2 at the mossy fibre presynaptic terminals 

(Kobayashi et al., 1996; Yokoi et al, 1996).

The situation in the cerebellum with LTD is far clearer. Application of 

quisqualate concurrently with Purkinje cell depolarisation leads to LTD induction 

(Kano & Kato, 1987). Quisqualate acts upon AMP A receptors and group I mGluRs. 

mGluRl is located on the distal dendritic spines of Purkinje cells, and the conclusion 

that these receptors are involved is strengthened by the observation that mGluRl 

specific antibodies blocked LTD induction in cultured Purkinje cells (Shigemoto et 

a l, 1994). Finally, mGluRl ablated mice were shown to exhibit impaired LTD (Aiba 

e ta l, 1994; Conquetg/a/., 1994).

1.3 Amino acid transporters

Normal brain function depends critically on the operation of several glutamate 

transporters. Amino acid transporters do not belong to a single homogenous family of 

proteins. They can be split up into three major groups depending upon whether the 

amino acids transported are basic, acidic or neutral, and each of these is then sub

divided into carriers which are dependent upon the presence of sodium, and those 

which are not. In this section, I will concentrate upon two groups of particular interest
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with respect to this thesis: the sodium-dependent glutamate transporters and the 

cyStine/glutamate exchangers (Figure 1.2). These transporters help to control the 

activation by glutamate of the receptors described above.

1.3.1 Sodium-dependent glutamate transporters

Glutamatergic synaptic transmission in the mammalian CNS is terminated not 

by the degradation of the transmitter, but by its removal from the synaptic cleft by 

diffusion and uptake transporters. Whilst this method differs from the well known 

example of acetlycholine and its associated enzyme acetylcholinesterase, it is in fact 

the most common method of terminating neurotransmitter action in the mammalian 

CNS. In addition to glutamate, the transmitters GAB A, glycine, noradrenaline, 

dopamine and serotonin all have associated transporters that terminate their actions 

following release.

The sodium-dependent glutamate transporters are a homologous family of 

proteins which move glutamate into cells against its electrochemical gradient. The 

termination of synaptic transmission is not the only purpose served by this 

mechanism, as the transporters are also thought to play a key role in maintaining the 

basal extracellular glutamate levels in the brain below neurotoxic concentrations (see 

below).

Blocking glutamate uptake is possible with a variety of antagonists, although 

there is currently a paucity of specific blockers for different members of this 

transporter family. Studies in which uptake was blocked have shown that the 

transporters probably perform different tasks to differing degrees in different parts of 

the brain. Inhibiting glutamate uptake in the cerebellum leads to an increase in the 

duration of EPSCs in Purkinje cells (Barbour et al, 1994: Takahashi et al, 1995), 

indicating a direct relationship between synaptic performance and the rate of
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Figure 1.2. Glutamate transporters in the CNS.

A. Na^-dependent transporters (GLAST and GLT-1 in glia, EAAC-1, EAAT4 and 

EAAT5 in neurons) accumulate glutamate by co-transporting 3 Na^ and 1 and 

countertransporting 1 (Chapter 3 of this thesis; Zerangue & Kavanaugh, 

1996b). In addition the transporters can generate current by virtue of an anion 

conductance in their structure which is gated by transport activity

B. Cl'-dependent transporters exchange cystine for glutamate and have just been 

cloned (Sato et al., 1990). They are inhibited by Cf-removal when the cystine 

concentration is low (Murphy et al., 1989).
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glutamate removal by transport in this region, whilst similar studies in the 

hippocampus failed to produce comparable results (Sarantis et al, 1993). Although 

the transporters may not directly control the EPSC waveform in all areas of the brain, 

the maintenance of a low extracellular concentration of glutamate is a more global 

task that is known to prevent cell death by excitotoxicity. Exposure to high (greater 

than lOOpM) levels of glutamate for just a few minutes triggers the death of neurons 

(Choi et al, 1987b). Glutamate transport may also be involved in pathologies of the 

brain such as epilepsy and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, which are thought in certain 

cases to be due to an inefficiency of glutamate removal from the extracellular space 

(Rothstein et a l, 1996; Conti et a l, 1998; Lin et al, 1998; and see section 1.4).

1.3.1.1 Sodium-dependent glutamate transporter clones

At the present time, five different human transporter sub-types have been 

cloned, each with different expression characteristics. This family (Figure 1.3) is not 

related to other neurotransmitter uptake transporters (Amara & Kuhar, 1993 ; Kanai et 

al, 1993), but does bear some structural homology to a neutral amino acid transporter 

(Arriza e/a/., 1993; Shafqat e/a/., 1993).

Two of the transporter subtypes, GLAST (GLutamate and ASpartate 

Transporter, Storck et al, 1992) and GLT-1 (GLutamate Transporter, Pines et al, 

1992) were originally cloned from glial cells in rat brain, and for the human forms 

(Arriza et a/., 1994) are referred to in the literature as EAAT-1 and EAAT-2 

respectively (Excitatory Amino Acid Transporter). These glial transporters differ in 

their distribution throughout the brain (Rauen and Kanner, 1994; Derouiche and 

Rauen, 1995); GLT-1 is found widely in brain astrocytes whilst GLAST is mainly 

expressed in the Bergmann glia of the cerebellum and in retinal Müller cells. Another 

transporter, EAACl (Excitatory Amino Acid Carrier, human homologue = EAAT-3),
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Figure 1.3 : Generalised predicted structure of the sodium-dependent glutamate 

transporters
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was first cloned from the small intestine of rabbit, but is also found in the kidney, liver 

and heart, as well as neurons and occasionally astrocytes in the brain (Kanai & 

Hediger, 1992; Conix e ta l, 1998).

Soon after this work was done, another carrier was cloned, directly from 

human tissue. This transporter, EAAT-4, is mainly expressed in Purkinje cells of the 

cerebellum and displays an associated anion conductance which is activated during 

glutamate transport (see section 1.3.1.5).

Most recently, a fifth transporter subtype has been cloned in humans and 

salamander. EAAT-5 (Arriza et al, 1997) is expressed predominantly in 

photoreceptors and bipolar cells of the retina, and also displays an associated anion 

conductance. Interestingly, it expresses a carboxy terminal motif known to interact 

with a family of synaptic proteins (including PSD-95) that promote ion channel 

clustering.

Finally, another transporter subtype has recently been cloned in drosophila 

(Seal et a i, 1998). dEAAT is a neuronal transporter that has 40-50% homology with 

the human transporter clones.

1.3.1.2 Sub-cellular localisation o f transporters.

In addition to the variations in distribution of transporter subtypes throughout 

the brain, transporters are also differentially localised at a sub-cellular level, and this 

has been interpreted as a direct consequence of their function. Chaudhry et al, (1995) 

looked at the location of GLT-1, which is widely expressed throughout the CNS. They 

found that, although this transporter is found on astrocyte membranes facing blood 

vessels, dendritic shafts and pia, the majority of expression is concentrated on 

astrocyte membranes adjacent to neuronal synaptic terminals, axons and dendritic 

spines. This suggests that the primary role of this transporter is to prevent neuronal
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excitotoxicity by maintaining (except during synaptic transmission) a low 

extracellular glutamate concentration near glutamate receptors on neurons.

Rothstein et al. (1994) found that EAAC-1 is expressed on the soma and 

dendritic spines of Purkinje cells, which suggests a postsynaptic role for glutamate 

uptake, possibly providing glutamate as a metabolic intermediate and also a GABA 

precursor to neurons. Takahashi et al. (1996a) and Otis et a l (1997) made electrical 

recordings from Purkinje cells and found that the postsynaptic transporters bind 

synaptically released glutamate and contribute to terminating the climbing fibre 

EPSC. Earlier work on synaptosomes suggested that neuronal glutamate uptake was 

largely presynaptic but none of the cloned glutamate transporters are concentrated at 

presynaptic locations (apart from EAAT-5 in cones), so it is possible that there is a 

yet-to-be cloned presynaptic glutamate transporter.

1.3.1.3 Studies altering transporter expression.

Due to the lack of specific blockers for most of the transporter subtypes, one of 

the best ways to study their individual functions is to knockout their expression in 

vivo, either by deleting the relevant gene from the genome, or by injecting anti-sense 

oligonucleotides to prevent translation of the RNA transcript.

Studies involving the knockout of the glial transporters GLAST and GLT-1 

have demonstrated their importance in preventing glutamate neurotoxicity. Rothstein 

et a l (1996) used antisense RNA to prevent the expression of these transporters, and 

observed an elevated extracellular glutamate level resulting in characteristic 

neurodegeneration and progressive paralysis of the rats used. Tanaka et a l (1997) 

used knockout mice to examine the removal of these two transporters throughout the 

brain. They concluded that both transporter types contribute to maintaining a low 

glutamate level outside cells, and that knockouts made animals more susceptible to
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glutamate-evoked neuronal death after injury. Removal of GLT-1 also caused animals 

to have epileptic seizures above about 3 weeks of age, presumably as a result of 

reduced glutamate removal from the extracellular space. In the retina, GLAST was 

required for normal signal transmission between photoreceptors and bipolar cells, as 

seen from the electroretinograms in the GLAST knockouts which showed a reduced b- 

wave (an index of the visual signal passing to bipolar cells) compared to wild-type 

mice. This reflects the operation of the photoreceptor output synapse: glutamate is 

released at a high rate in the dark, and release is suppressed by light-evoked 

hyperpolarisation, but this only changes the bipolar cell potential if Müller cell 

GLAST transporters remove glutamate from the extracellular space.

Blocking the expression of the neuronal transporter EAAC-1 did not elevate 

extracellular levels of glutamate in the striatum (Rothstein et al, 1996), but mild 

neurotoxicity and epilepsy was evident, possibly as a result of impaired removal of 

synaptically released glutamate, or impaired provision of glutamate for synthesis of 

the inhibitory transmitter GABA.

These results could be taken as evidence that the bulk of glutamate regulation 

in the extracellular space is carried out by glial transporters, whilst neuronal 

transporters deal with the fine-tuning of signal transmission. Antibody staining for 

EAAC-1 has shown that it is present on both neurons and, to a lesser extent, glia 

(Conti et al, 1998), and the authors argue that this may explain the mixed results of 

EAAC-1 knockout. The epileptic seizures could be due to the loss of fme-regulation 

of neuronal excitability, whilst the low levels of excitotoxicity could be due to the 

inactivation of astrocytic EAAC-1.
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1.3.1.4 Ionic stoichiometry o f transport.

Sodium-dependent glutamate transporters move glutamate up a strong 

electrochemical gradient. The extracellular glutamate concentration is in the 

micromolar range, while the intracellular values are millimolar (Attwell et a l, 1993), 

and in addition glutamate is negatively charged (Fig 1.1). Consequently energy is 

needed for the transport process. This is not derived directly from ATP, but is 

obtained from the co-transport of inorganic ions down their electrochemical gradients. 

Establishing the ionic stoichiometry of transport is essential for understanding the 

accumulative power of the transporters (i.e. how low they can maintain the 

extracellular glutamate concentration), and forms a major part of my thesis.

1.3.1.4.1 Radiotracing studies of stoichiometrv.

Early studies on the stoichiometry of uptake were conducted with radiolabelled 

glutamate or D-aspartate (which is also efficiently transported by sodium-dependent 

glutamate tranporters, but does not activate ionotropic glutamate receptors), to 

investigate the ion dependency of transport. All of these indicated a first-order 

dependence on the concentration of glutamate or aspartate, suggesting that a single 

glutamate ion is translocated per carrier cycle under normal physiological conditions.

It was also demonstrated that sodium ions are required for glutamate uptake, 

and tracing of radioactive sodium showed that it is co-transported into cells on the 

active carrier (Hertz, 1979; Erecinska, 1987). Flux measurements suggested that two 

sodium ions move into the cell with each glutamate, and hence that sodium binding to 

the carrier was a necessity for transport (Stallcup et al, 1979; Erecinska et al, 1983).

Potassium ions in the cytosol are also a requirement for radioactive glutamate 

uptake, possibly suggesting that they are counter-transported (Kanner & Sharon, 1978;
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Burkhardt et al, 1980; Nelson et al, 1983). Removing internal potassium (by forming 

membrane vesicles in solution lacking potassium) blocks uptake.

Measurements of pH both inside and outside cells during transport have shown 

that a pH-changing ion is moved when glutamate is transported. There is a detectable 

alkalinisation of the extracellular medium during transport, and raising the pH of the 

cytosol stimulates transport (Erecinska, 1983; Nelson et al., 1983), while 

measurements inside the cell using pH-sensitive florescent dyes have shown that there 

is an acid shift when the carrier is active (Bouvier et al, 1992).

The results of these experiments are in general agreement with more recent 

work in which uptake has been studied electrically by whole-cell voltage-clamping 

techniques.

1.3.1.4.2 Electrophysiological studies of stoichiometrv.

As I will show conclusively in chapter 3, movement of each glutamate ion into 

the cell is accompanied by the co-transport int the cell of 3 sodium ions and 1 proton 

(or 1 hydroxide ion moving out of the cell), and by the counter-transport of one 

potassium ion. Consequently there is a net movement of 2 positive charges into the 

cell with each glutamate and this charge movement can be recorded by whole-cell 

clamping. This was first done for retinal Müller cells (which express GLAST 

transporters) by Brew & Attwell (1987), who confirmed the first order dependence on 

glutamate concentration of the glutamate-evoked current (assumed to be proportional 

to transport rate).

The dependence of the glutamate-evoked transporter current on sodium 

concentration was sigmoidal, indicating that at least two sodium ions, and possibly 

more, are carried across the membrane in each glutamate transport cycle (Barbour et 

al, 1991). A similar dependence of transport on sodium has also been seen in oocytes
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expressing each of the five cloned human transporter sub-types (Kanai & Hediger, 

1992; Pines ei al, 1992; Storck et al, 1992; Fairman et al, 1995; Arriza et al, 1997).

As with the radiotracing studies of glutamate transport, intracellular potassium 

(controlled by the whole-cell pipette) was shown to be an absolute requirement for the 

glutamate-evoked current, which displayed a roughly first order dependence on 

intracellular potassium (Barbour et al, 1988). Ion-sensitive electrodes were also used 

to prove that potassium is actually moved out of the cell during transport, rather than 

just being a non-transported co-factor required for transporter activity (Amato et al, 

1994a). Taken together, these two results suggest that a single potassium ion is 

counter-transported for each glutamate which enters the cell, and this is backed up by 

in vitro work in which glutamate accumulation by EAACl and GLT-1 was dependent 

upon the presence of intracellular potassium (Kanai & Hediger, 1992; Pines et al, 

1992). The dependence of glutamate transport on external sodium and internal 

potassium is reminiscent of the powering of calcium extrusion in photoreceptors, 

coupled to sodium influx and potassium efflux (Cervetto e ta l, 1989).

Bouvier et a l (1992) found (like Nelson, 1983) that glutamate transport made 

the cytosol go acid and the extracellular space go alkaline. Because the presence of 

certain anions (CIOT, SCN‘, N O 3') increased the transporter current, they interpreted 

their results as meaning that a single hydroxide ion is counter-transported on each 

transport cycle and that the other anions could substitute for hydroxide. However, the 

subsequent discovery of a thermodynamically uncoupled anion flux that is activated 

during transport has raised doubts about this conclusion (see section 1.3.1.5).

Most recently, doubt has also been cast upon the conclusion that two sodium 

ions are transported per carrier cycle. Zerangue & Kavanaugh (1996b) used sharp 

electrode voltage-clamping of oocytes expressing EAAT-3 to show, using the
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methods I employ to study GLT-1 (EAAT-2) in chapter 3, that there are probably 

three sodium ions moved with each glutamate. This would result in two positive 

charges moving into the cell (as opposed to one, if two sodium ions moved) on each 

cycle. As discussed in section 1.3.1.6 and chapter 3, this has implications for the 

lowest level to which the transporter can reduce the extracellular glutamate 

concentration (as sodium provides the major driving force for this reaction). Whilst 

Zerangue & Kavanaugh (1996b) make no mention of the discrepancy of their results 

with those of other groups, it is clear that there is disagreement, and further work is 

required to ascertain the exact nature of the stoichiometry for each individual 

transporter sub-type. Work described in Chapter 3 of this thesis using cultured 

Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells expressing GLT-1, the most abundant glutamate 

transporter in the brain, provides a similar conclusion for that transporter, i.e. three 

sodium ions are transported. The latter experiments employed whole-cell voltage 

clamping techniques to better regulate the composition of the cytosol, and are, if 

anything, even more compelling than the work with oocytes.

1.3.1.5 Glutamate transport is coupled to an anion channel

The existence of an anion conductance associated with a glutamate uptake 

transporter was first noted in oocytes expressing the human clone EAAT-4 (Fairman 

et al, 1995). In these cells, the majority of the current gated by EAAT-4 when 

extracellular glutamate was applied was mediated by chloride ions, rather than being 

due to the net charge movement which is produced by the movement of glutamate and 

associated ions on the carrier itself. The presence of sodium and glutamate in the 

extracellular medium is an absolute requirement for activation of this anion channel, 

but actual transport of glutamate is not necessary as the anion conductance can 

function even when transport is blocked by the absence of counter-transported
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potassium (Billups et al., 1996). Ion movement through the channel is not 

thermodynamically linked to transport; glutamate transport is the same whether anions 

move inwards or outwards through the channel. Thus the chloride gradient across the 

plasma membrane does not contribute to the driving force for glutamate uptake. 

Subsequent examination of GLAST, GLT-1 and EAAC 1 showed that they also have 

an associated chloride conductance, but that the proportion of the total glutamate- 

gated current which it contributes is much smaller (Wadiche et al, 1995a). In contrast, 

EAAT-5 and dEAAT have chloride conductances which, as for EAAT-4, generate the 

majority of the charge movement seen during transporter activation in oocytes (Arriza 

et al, 1997; Seal et al, 1998). The chloride conductance gated by EAAT-5 (which is 

found predominantly in the vertebrate retina) is similar to that which has previously 

been reported in salamander retinal cones and fish retinal bipolar cells, suggesting that 

it may participate in visual processing (Sarantis et al, 1988; Eliasof and Werblin, 

1993; Grant and Dowling, 1995).

1.3.1.6 Reversed Uptake

Under physiological conditions, glutamate is taken up into cells against its 

electrochemical gradient. This is made possible by the energy obtained from the 

movement of the other ions that are translocated by the carrier down their 

concentration gradients, and across the membrane potential. The majority of the 

driving force for glutamate uptake is provided by sodium ions, and using information 

about the membrane voltage and the sodium gradient it is possible to calculate the 

amount of Gibbs free (G) energy released by the movement of a mole of sodium ions 

across the transporter;

( 1.1)
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where F  is the Faraday constant, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. If we 

take the membrane potential (V) to be -60mV, and assume sodium concentrations 

inside and outside the cell of| 14mM and 140mM respectively, then;

= (9.648 xl0")(-0.06) + 2577.34.1n(0.1) (1.2)

I  which is equal to -11.72 kJ per mole of sodium ions. Similarly, we can calculate the 

amount of energy which would be required to move one mole of glutamate ions up 

their electrochemical gradient into the cell. If we assume the same membrane 

potential, and glutamate concentrations inside and outside the cell of 1 noM and lyiAM 

respectively, then;

G^,,=-FF + RTAn (1.3)

or

Gcriu =-(9.648 X10" )(-0.06) + 2577.34.1n(10") (1.4)

which is equal to 29.53 kJ per mole of glutamate ions. It is thus clear that the 

movement of a single sodium ion across the transporter does not provide enough 

energy to allow the co-transport of a glutamate ion into the cell. If two sodium ions 

are carried per transporter cycle, then 23 .44 kJ per mole of energy is released, and this 

(combined with the energy produced by the other transported ions) is sufficient to 

move a single glutamate ion into the cell. Thus, on thermodynamic grounds, at least 

two sodium ions must be co-transported with each glutamate ion.

Past estimates of the lowest level to which the transporters can reduce 

extracellular glutamate concentration (around 0.2p.M, Attwell ei al, 1993) were based 

upon the concept of two sodium ions moving per carrier cycle. Work described in 

chapter 3 of this thesis demonstrates that it is much more likely that three sodiums
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move with each glutamate ion, and thus the estimated minimum glutamate level must 

be revised to 2nM, according to equation 3.6 of chapter 3 (Levy et a l, 1998b).

However, under pathological conditions such as brain anoxia, the ion gradients 

driving uptake can be greatly reduced, and this will have an adverse effect on the 

ability of the transporter to pump glutamate into cells. A detailed examination of the 

ionic concentrations occurring in brain anoxia, and the consequences of such 

pathology, are given in the discussion of Chapter 3. It is sufficient here to state that the 

balance can be upset to such a degree that uptake is not only prevented but reversed, 

pumping glutamate out of cells and into the extracellular space, thus compounding the 

problems of ischaemia with those of glutamate-evoked excitotoxicity.

Reversed uptake can be evoked experimentally by raising the extracellular 

potassium concentration around cells which have sodium and glutamate inside 

(Szatkowski et a i, 1990). This results in a reversal of the sodium-dependent 

mechanism shown in figure 1.2A, i.e. pumping of glutamate out of the cell with an 

excess of sodium ions, and the concurrent movement of positive charge out of the cell. 

This process can be enhanced by depolarising the cell membrane, as occurs in brain 

anoxia / ischaemia. Reversed uptake has been observed in a number of cell types 

including Müller cells (Szatkowski et al, 1990), oocytes expressing EAAC-1 (Kanai 

et al, 1995; Zerangue & Kavanaugh, 1996b), and CHO cells expressing GLT-1 (as 

described in chapter 3 of this thesis).

1.3.2 Cystine transport and sodium-independent glutamate transport.

Cystine is of extreme importance to the survival of cells, as it is a precursor of 

the anti-oxidant molecule, glutathione. Studies on cultured neurons have demonstrated 

that preventing cystine from entering the cell causes death by free radical stress 

(Murphy et al., 1989, 1990). Cystine is not considered to be an essential amino acid as
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it can be synthesised by cells from methionine, but many cell types have been found to 

express cystine transporter proteins in their plasma membranes, suggesting that their 

requirement for cystine is greater than their native capacity to produce it. The cystine 

transport systems of several cell types have been studied, and it has been found that 

the properties of these systems differ widely both in terms of their substrate affinities 

and their dependence on other ions such as sodium (Bannai, 1984).

In some cases, it has been observed that there is more than one route by which 

cystine can enter the cell. Often, separate high and low affinity transport systems are 

in evidence, as in the case of kidney cells, where at least one of the routes is adaptive, 

and can be up-regulated by the presence of oxygen (presumably indicating free radical 

stress) or a lack of cystine (Segal et a l, 1977; Sato et al., 1999).

Under physiological conditions, cystine (Figure 1.4) is rapidly reduced to 

cysteine (Figure 1.5) inside cells, and cysteine is rapidly oxidised to cystine outside 

cells, thus the gradient should always favour movement of cystine into cells. Some 

transporters appear to derive all of their power from the cystine gradient, whilst others 

use the sodium gradient as their driving force, but there are also transporters which 

move cystine into cells in exchange for glutamate ions. This non-electrogenic 

transporter (cystine is apparently transported in an anionic form with one nitrogen 

uncharged (Bannai & Kitamura, 1981)), designated Xc', is almost ubiquitous in 

cultured cell lines, is very specific for glutamate and cystine, and has also been 

observed in slices of kidney, intestine, nervous and lymphatic tissue (Sato et al., 

1999). The Xc'transporter mediates obligatory exchange with a molar ratio of 1:1. It 

was of interest to me because it displays properties that could allow it to modulate the 

external concentration of glutamate in the brain.
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Figure 1.4; Schematic diagram of the molecular structure of cystine in the anionic 

form (with one nitrogen uncharged) in which it is apparently transported by 

cystine/glutamate exchange (Bannai & Kitamura, 1981).
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Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of the molecular structure of cysteine.
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1.3.2J Cystine /  glutamate exchange.

The cystine/glutamate exchange system shows promise as a modulator of 

extracellular glutamate not only because of its substrates, but also because it is known 

to be expressed in some areas of the brain at a density approaching 70% of that of the 

sodium-dependent glutamate transporters (Anderson et al., 1990). The Xc’ system is 

not dependent upon sodium ions, but has been suggested to require chloride for 

normal operation (Kessler et a i, 1987; Murphy et al, 1989) and it is thought that both 

glutamate and cystine are transported in anionic forms (Sato et al., 1999). The driving 

force for this system is not only the concentration gradient for cystine, but also that for 

glutamate, which is present at a 10000 fold higher concentration inside the cell than 

outside. Indeed, experiments using oxidising agents to raise the intracellular 

concentration of cystine have shown that cystine uptake still occurs even after the 

cystine gradient has been abolished, presumably being driven by glutamate efflux 

down its electrochemical gradient.

1.3.2.2 Molecular characterisation

The Xc' system has recently been cloned from mouse peritoneal macrophages, 

and expressed in oocytes (Sato et a i, 1999). Activity of the transporter was monitored 

using radiolabelled cystine, and also by measuring glutamate efflux directly using an 

amino acid analyser. The Xc" transporter is actually made up of two distinct proteins, 

one of which is identical to the 4F2hc cell surface antigen, whilst the other is novel. 

The 4F2hc cell surface antigen is known to form several heteromeric complexes with 

other proteins to make amino acid transporters (Mastroberardino et a l, 1998; Kanai et 

al, 1998; Torrents et al, 1998), although the other systems, unlike Xc‘, mediate the 

translocation of cationic or zwitterionic amino acids. The novel protein, designated 

xCT, is 502 amino acids long, with a relative molecular weight of 55.5 kDa, and
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hydropathy plots indicate that it has 12 putative trans-membrane regions. At present 

the exact role of the 4F2hc protein in generating transport by its companion proteins is 

uncertain.

1.3.2.3 Clinical relevance

I have previously commented on mammalian cells’ absolute requirement for 

cystine, and in the neonatal CNS reversal of cystine/glutamate exchange and depletion 

of intracellular cystine is a major pathway by which elevated levels of glutamate in the 

extracellular fluid can lead to cell death (Murphy et al., 1989, 1990). Even in 

situations in which the cystine gradient is in favour of transport, a reversal of the 

glutamate gradient can lead to inhibition of cystine uptake. There are a number of 

situations in which extracellular glutamate can rise above normal levels, including 

stroke, perinatal asphyxia and mechanical insult, but it has also been suggested that 

more chronic illnesses, such as HIV infection, can lead to a rise in extracellular levels 

of amino acids, and in all these situations depletion of intracellular cystine might 

occur.

When such a situation occurs in the neonatal brain, cell death by oxidative 

stress is prominent (Murphy et al., 1990), because receptor-mediated glutamate 

excitotoxicity does not occur (due to the low level of functional ionotropic glutamate 

receptors at that developmental stage). It is possible that death due to oxidation is also 

a factor in adults undergoing similar pathologies.

1.3.2.4 Control o f extracellular glutamate levels by cystine/glutamate exchange.

Most work on cystine/glutamate exchange has focussed on its role in providing

cystine to cells. However, since cystine/glutamate exchangers are expressed at a 

density approaching that of the sodium-dependent glutamate transporters (Anderson et 

al., 1990) they may have a significant impact on the extracellular glutamate
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concentration. A calculation presented in section 4.2.4 estimates that the normal 

operation of cystine/glutamate exchangers in cerebellum contributes a concentration 

of 0.6p,M of glutamate / sec to the extracellular space. In principle, when the 

extracellular glutamate concentration rises during synaptic transmission, reversed 

operation of cystine/glutamate exchange could contribute to glutamate removal from 

the extracellular space.

1.3.3 Electrical recording of transporter activity.

The techniques employed in this thesis for recording transporter activity by 

electrical means differ between sodium-dependent uptake and cystine / glutamate 

exchange (For diagrams of the two transporter types see figure 1.2).

Sodium-dependent glutamate uptake is electrogenic, as explained above, so 

that for each carrier cycle, a net positive charge is moved across the plasma 

membrane. In some cases, this current is further augmented by chloride flux through 

the associated anion channel. This makes it possible to detect a glutamate-evoked 

inward current in cells expressing transporters using whole-cell voltage-clamp 

techniques (Hamill et al, 1981; Brew & Attwell, 1987). In fact, the electrogenicity of 

uptake makes voltage clamping well suited to studying this transporter because it 

allows control of the membrane potential of the cell, keeping the voltage driving force 

for the uptake reaction constant. If the voltage were not clamped at a certain potential, 

the rate of transport would be expected to vary according to the degree of 

depolarisation, and this would make the study of stoichiometry difficult.

The cystine/glutamate exchanger is not electrogenic, but can be studied by 

looking at the effect of its activation on other cells that surround it. When active, the 

exchanger (normally) transports glutamate out of the cell, and this can be detected
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from the current that it generates in nearby cells that express ionotropic glutamate 

transporters. This technique is described in detail in chapter 4.

1.4 Mechanisms of glutamate neurotoxicity

Much of the work described in this thesis is motivated by the possible 

contribution of transporters and receptors to cell death following brain injury by 

mechanical insult or pathology such as ischaemia. The action of sodium-dependent 

glutamate transporters is of particular interest as their normally neuro-protective 

function can be reversed (if the direction of glutamate transport is reversed), causing 

damage in addition to that produced by simple oxygen deprivation. The ways in which 

glutamate release can lead to cell death will be reviewed briefly here, as will the ways 

in which it can be released under such conditions.

1.4.1 Glutamate is toxic to neurons

Olney & Sharpe (1969) were the first to demonstrate the neurotoxic properties 

of glutamate when they showed that the injection of glutamate into monkeys resulted 

in brain injury. Later experiments by Choi ei al (1987b) established an EC50 of 50- 

lOOpM for causing the death of neurones exposed to glutamate for five minutes. In 

addition to a certain amount of fairly rapid death which results from raised 

extracellular glutamate concentrations, continued cell loss is apparent for many hours 

after glutamate levels are returned to physiological concentrations, pointing to more 

than one mechanism for cytotoxicity.

Applying glutamate to neurons results in the activation of ionotropic receptors, 

and thus a flux of cations (sodium and calcium) into the cell. Short term neuronal 

death is thought to be due to excessive influx of sodium into cells through both 

NMDA and AMP A receptors. This depolarises cells and results in a further influx of 

chloride ions and water, leading to swelling and eventual rupture of the plasma
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membrane, which can be prevented experimentally by the removal of extracellular 

sodium and chloride ions (Rothman, 1985; Olney et al, 1986). Delayed neuronal 

death produced by glutamate has been linked to the rise in intracellular calcium 

concentration that is seen in cells expressing NMDA channels (and in some cells 

lacking NMDA receptors but which have calcium-permeable AMP A channels). 

Experiments have shown that this delayed death can be prevented by the application 

of NMDA (or AMP A) channel blockers (Choi et a l, 1987a; Hartley and Choi, 1989; 

Goldberg and Choi, 1993; Gill et al, 1988) or removal of extracellular calcium (Choi, 

1985; Garthwaite & Garthwaite, 1986; Rothman et al, 1987), directly implicating 

NMDA (or AMP A) receptors in this form of neurotoxicity. Interestingly, cell death 

can also be prevented by the use of NMDA antagonists several hours after glutamate 

levels have returned to normal (Gill et al, 1988; Hartley and Choi, 1989), suggesting 

that there is a long term increase in the NMDA channel opening after such an event 

(reviewed by Szatkowski and Attwell, 1994). The rise of intracellular calcium which 

triggers delayed neuronal death may kill cells by several mechanisms. These include;

• Excessive activation of calcium dependent proteases, lipases and 

endonucleases (Rothman & Olney, 1995).

• Disruption of mitochondrial function, leading to deficient energy supply after 

the insult and also the release of cytochrome C (through an ion channel in the 

outer mitochondrial membrane) which triggers apoptosis (Shimizu et a l, 

1999).

Another cause of glutamate induced cell death is that of intracellular cystine 

depletion due to the blockage of cystine/glutamate exchange. This is discussed above 

in section 1.3.2.3.
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1.4.2 Mechanisms of glutamate release in ischaemia

When the brain is starved of oxygen, as might occur in stroke, cardiac arrest, 

mechanical injury, drowning or perinatal asphyxia, ATP levels are depleted and ionic 

gradients start to collapse. Low ATP levels actually inhibit the normal vesicular 

method of glutamate release because the docking of vesicles with the synaptic 

terminal (or a subsequent step in vesicle re-cycling) is energy-dependent (Kauppinen 

et al., 1988), and experiments have shown that the glutamate release from cells after 

the first few minutes of anoxia is largely calcium-independent (Ikeda et a l, 1989; 

Lobner and Lipton, 1990; Katayama et a l, 1991). As a result, calcium-dependent 

vesicular release is only thought to be important in the first few minutes of anoxia, 

whereas subsequent elevations in glutamate levels outside cells are attributed to 

glutamate release through a swelling activated ion channel (Kimelberg et a l, 1990) 

and by the reversal of sodium-dependent uptake transporters (Szatkowski et a l, 1990; 

Attwell et a l, 1993). Longuemare and Swanson (1995) have demonstrated that much 

of the cell death seen in anoxia can be prevented by the pre-loading of cells with 

glutamate transport blockers, suggesting that a large proportion of glutamate-induced 

neuronal death in ischaemia is a consequence of glutamate release by reversed 

transport. The determination of the GLT-1 stoichiometry in chapter 3 provides 

information essential for determining how high the extracellular glutamate level will 

rise when transporters reverse during anoxia or ischaemia.
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1.5 Bilirubin and jaundice in neonates

1.5.1 Bilirubin and neonatal jaundice

Bilirubin is formed during the degradation of haemoglobin, by the sequence of 

reactions

haem oxygenase biliverdi n reductase

haem ► biliverdin  ► bilirubin

CO, Fe

In many neonates, particularly those born prematurely (Cashore, 1990), high levels of 

unconjugated bilirubin occur in the blood, causing jaundice. This can lead to neuronal 

damage and even death, especially when it occurs concurrently (as is often the case 

with preterm infants) with other complications such as acidosis and hypoxaemia 

(Cashore, 1990; Halamek and Stevenson, 1977). Under these conditions, the basal 

ganglia, brainstem nuclei and Purkinje cells of the cerebellum appear to be most 

vulnerable to damage, and such pathology is associated with the development of 

cerebral palsy, paralysis of upward gaze and deafness (Byers et al., 1955). Bilirubin 

normally binds to albumin in the blood, and is probably only neurotoxic in its free 

(unbound) form (Bratlid, 1990; Cashore and Oh, 1982), which occurs when the 

concentration ratio of bilirubin to albumin exceeds approximately unity (Amit et al, 

1989; Chuniaud et al., 1996). The concentration of free bilirubin achieved in this 

situation is uncertain; its solubility is less than 0.1 juM, but it can exist as a 

supersaturated solution at higher concentrations (Hahm et al., 1992). A positive aspect 

of bilirubin production may be its potent action as a reducing agent, which will protect 

against free radical stress. This theory has been supported by the observation that 

haem oxygenase, the enzyme involved in haemoglobin catabolism, is a heat shock 

protein and is activated in response to oxidative stress.
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1.5.2 Bilirubin and carbon monoxide

Bilirubin will also be produced during normal brain function as a by-product 

of synthesis of the messenger carbon monoxide (CO) by haem oxygenase (Verma et 

al., 1993). Biliverdin, produced from haem with CO, is converted to bilirubin by 

biliverdin reductase (see reaction scheme above) which is found in the same cells as 

haem oxygenase (Ewing el al., 1993). Endogenous CO acts on guanylate cyclase at 

low micromolar levels (Ingi et al., 1996), suggesting the production of bilirubin at low 

micromolar levels in normal brain (where there is no albumin to bind it). Interestingly, 

haem oxygenase is upregulated in Alzheimer’s disease (Smith et al., 1994), raising the 

possibility of a contribution to this disorder from bilirubin toxicity.

1.5.3 Mechanisms of bilirubin induced cell death

Several mechanisms have been proposed for the neurotoxic actions of 

bilirubin, including non-specific interactions as a detergent with plasma membranes 

(Bratlid, 1990; Brodersen, 1979), induction of apoptosis by inhibition of CaM kinase 

II (Churn et al., 1995) and impairment of mitochondrial viability (Amit et al., 1989). 

Bilirubin may also mediate at least some of its neurotoxicity by acting upon NMDA 

receptors. Damage caused by high levels of free bilirubin can be reduced by treatment 

with MK-801, an open channel blocker of NMDA receptors, and bilirubin-treated 

neurons show a greater degree of MK-801 binding than untreated cells, implying more 

opening of the NMDA receptor channel (Hoffmann et al., 1996; McDonald et al., 

1998). Furthermore, NMDA injection into the brain causes greater damage in 

jaundiced rats than in non-jaundiced controls (McDonald et al., 1998). A possible 

substrate for a potentiating effect of bilirubin on NMDA receptor activation is 

provided by the fact that bilirubin often binds to sites on proteins that bind arachidonic 

acid (Hsia et al., 1980; Odell et a i, 1977), and arachidonic acid potentiates NMDA
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receptor channel opening (Miller et a l, 1992). Similarly, since arachidonic acid 

inhibits glutamate uptake (Barbour et a l, 1989), bilirubin might also increase NMDA 

receptor activation indirectly, by inhibiting glutamate uptake and raising the 

extracellular glutamate concentration.

I therefore investigated the effect of bilirubin on glutamate receptors (in 

hippocampal pyramidal cells) and transporters (in retinal glial cells). AMP A receptors 

were studied as well as NMDA receptors, since any potentiation of their opening 

would lead to a larger potentially neurotoxic Ca^  ̂ influx through NMDA receptor 

channels by removal of Mg^^-block of the latter.

1.6 Conclusion

This introduction has reviewed the main properties of glutamate transporters 

and receptors relevant to the results reported in this thesis, and the mechanisms of 

neuronal death that might involve glutamate. The next chapter describes the methods 

used to study glutamate transporter properties in my experiments.
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Chapter 2: Materials & Methods

2.1 Introduction

In this thesis I report experiments on glutamate transporters in a wide variety 

of cell types (a cultured cell line, isolated neurons and glial cells, and neurons in 

cerebellar, hippocampal and cortical slices). This chapter describes how these cells 

were obtained, and how they were recorded from using electrical and fluorescence 

techniques.

2.2 Cell Preparation

2.2.1 Müller Cells.

Müller cells obtained from the retina of aquatic phase tiger salamanders 

{Ambystoma tigrinum) were used to study GLAST glutamate transporters in glial 

cells, due to their large size and lack of ionotropic glutamate receptors (Brew & 

Attwell, 1987). The salamanders were killed by decapitation followed immediately by 

destruction of the brain. The eye cups were subsequently removed using scissors, and 

the front was removed by making a cut around the cup circumference with a razor 

blade. Excess vitreous humour was removed using capillary glass, and the back of the 

eye cup, containing the retina, was placed for storage in a Petri dish containing 

solution B (of Table 2.1 at the end of this chapter). The Petri dish was placed in a 

refrigerator at 5°C and each retina was used within 48 hours of extraction. Isolated 

cells were produced from the retina by a process of papain digestion and trituration, 

using one quarter of the retina for each dissociation. Papain digestion was carried out 

by submerging each retina portion in 2ml of solution I (Table 2.3) mixed with 7.5pi 

papain (Sigma Chemical Company) for 10 - 15 minutes, at 37°C. After digestion, the 

section of retina was then washed by dropping it through four aliquots of solution B
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(4ml per aliquot) and triturated with a fire-polished Pasteur pipette. The suspension of 

cells that resulted from trituration was plated directly onto the bottom of the perfusion 

bath, and left to settle for 10 minutes before the start of perfusion. Müller cells were 

easy to identify due to their large size (relative to other retinal cells) and distinctive, 

elongated morphology (Figure 2.1).

2.2.2 Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) Cells

I studied GLT-1 glutamate transporters expressed inducibly in a CHO cell line. 

The construction of this cell line was carried out by Line Levy of the University of 

Oslo, with whom I collaborated on this study. The following section explains how she 

made this cell line, starting from a cell line lacking Na^ dependent glutamate 

transporters

2.2.2.1 Cell Line Construction

The CHO cell line chosen for this work was the mutant Dd-B7, which 

maintains low endogenous Na^-dependent glutamate/aspartate transport for more than 

70 cell doublings in long term culture (Igo & Ash, 1996). This line was selected to 

have essentially no Na^-dependent glutamate transport by bathing a population of 

mutagenized cells in tritiated D-aspartate (a glutamate transporter substrate) and 

storing the cells to allow time for cells which had taken up the D-aspartate to be killed 

by radiation damage, leaving a cell population enriched in cells lacking transporters 

(Igo & Ash, 1996). Although GLT-1 could be expressed transiently in Dd-B7 cells 

(Igo & Ash, personal communication), clones maintaining stable expression were not 

obtained. Thus, inducible expression of GLT-1 was used, in the hope that the cells 

would tolerate this better. To achieve this a clonal cell line of Dd-B7 was transfected 

with the pTet-On regulator plasmid and with GLT-1 cDNA inserted in the pTet 

response element plasmid (Gossen et ai, 1995; Resnitzky et al., 1994). Then the
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Figure 2.1 : Isolated Müller cell obtained by papain dissociation of the tiger 

salamander retina
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clonal cell line with the largest increase of D-aspartate uptake induced by doxycycline 

(which binds to the reverse Tet-responsive transcriptional activator, activating 

expression of GLT-1) was selected. Doxycycline was found to upregulate tritiated D- 

aspartate uptake by a factor of 280 (Levy et a i, 1998a), this maximum upregulation 

occurring 36-48 hours after adding doxycycline (2^g/ml : Figure 2.2).

2.2.2.2 Cell Growth and Preparation

The transfected cells were transported to our labs as frozen aliquots and stored 

in liquid nitrogen until required. To grow cells up for patch clamp studies, they were 

rapidly thawed, rinsed in growth medium, and placed into cell culture flasks (Costar) 

with fresh medium. Cells were cultured at 37°C in a humidifed 5% CO2 incubator, in 

DMEM/Ham’s F12 culture medium (Gibco 21331) supplemented with 2.5mM 

glutamine, non-essential amino acids (Gibco 11140-035, diluted 1/200), 5% newborn 

calf serum and 5% horse serum. Every three days the cells in each flask were 

removed, rinsed, and split into new flasks to ensure that each flask never reached more 

than 50% confluence. The flasks were stored at all times in an incubator at 37°C with 

5% CO2 in a humid atmosphere. Approximately 36 hours before the cells were 

required for patch clamping studies, they were detached from the flasks by rinsing for 

five minutes with Solution H (Table 2.3) containing 0.5mM EDTA, and plated into 

30mm culture dishes with fresh culture medium containing 2pg/ml doxycycline, 

before being returned to the incubator. Ten minutes before the cells were required for 

patch clamping, they were removed from the culture plates, again using solution H 

with 0.5mM EDTA, and placed into Falcon tubes for transportation out of the cell 

culture facility. Cells were transferred from the Falcon tubes to the perfusion chamber 

with plastic Pasteur pipettes, and allowed to settle for 5 to 10 minutes before 

superfusion with solution C (Table 2.1). All disposable materials used in the growth or
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Figure 2.2 : Inducible expression of GLT-1 in CHO cells measured by uptake of D- 

aspartate at differing concentrations of doxycycline, (from Levy et al, 1998a)

In the absence of doxycycline (open circles), essentially no uptake occurs. Including 

doxycycline in the culture medium leads to a time-dependent increase of D-aspartate 

uptake, reflecting the expression of GLT-1 transporters.

Radioactive uptake is measured in arbitrary units, normalised by protein content in 

parallel wells of cells.
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transportation of CHO cells were washed with 10% bleach prior to disposal, in 

accordance with local health regulations for the handling of transgenic cells.

2.2.3 Brain Slice Preparation

Cerebellar Purkinje and cortical or hippocampal pyramidal cells were used for 

whole cell patch clamp experiments either as isolated cells or in situ in brain slices. In 

both cases, brain slices were prepared from 12-day old Sprague-Dawley rats, killed by 

cervical dislocation followed immediately by decapitation.

2.2.3.1 Purkinje Cells

Following decapitation, the head was opened and the whole brain transferred 

into a Petri dish filled with ice-cold oxygenated solution C (Table 2.1). The 

cerebellum was isolated from the rest of the brain using a razor blade, and trimmed to 

remove the meninges and one of the side lobes, leaving a flat surface to one side of the 

central section (vermis). This surface was then attached with cyanoacrylate glue to a 

chilled perspex solution chamber, that was subsequently filled with ice cold solution C 

(Table 2.1) containing ImM kyneurenate (Tocris) to block glutamate receptors during 

the slicing procedure. Slices between 200 and 225 pm in thickness were cut in the 

solution chamber using a vibrating tissue sheer (Campden Instruments), and 

transferred with a pipette into a holding / bubbling chamber filled with oxygenated 

solution C containing ImM kyneurenate at room temperature. Between 6 and 12 slices 

were obtained from each cerebellum.

2.2.3.2 Pyramidal Cells (Frontal Cortex)

Cortical slices were obtained in a manner similar to that employed for 

cerebellum. 12 day old rats were killed using the procedure described above, and the 

brain was removed from the skull. The front half of the cortex was then separated 

from the rest of the brain using a razor blade, and this portion was then split into two
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separate hemispheres, again using a razor blade. Each hemisphere was subsequently 

attached to the perspex slicing chamber using cyanoacrylate glue, with the posterior of 

the brain block on the plastic and the olfactory lobes at the top. The chamber was then 

filled with ice cold oxygenated solution C (Table 2.1) containing ImM kyneurenate. 

Slices between 200 and 225 pm in thickness were cut in the solution chamber using a 

vibrating tissue slicer (Campden Instruments), and transferred with a pipette into a 

holding / bubbling chamber filled with oxygenated solution C containing ImM 

kyneurenate at room temperature. Between 10 and 20 slices were obtained from each 

cortex.

2.2.3.3 Pyramidal Cells (Hippocampus)

Hippocampal slices were obtained in a manner similar to that described above. 

12 day old rats were used, and the brain was placed into ice cold solution D (Table

2.1) after removal from the skull. The brain was then cut into separate hemispheres 

and the half that was considered at the time to be in better physical condition was 

shaped using a razor blade to allow access to the hippocampus with the vibrating 

tissue slicer. The shaped portion of brain was then fixed to the slicing chamber using 

cyanoacrylate glue, before filling the chamber with ice cold oxygenated solution D 

(Table 2.1) containing ImM kyneurenate. Slices between 200 and 225 pm in 

thickness were cut in the solution chamber using a vibrating tissue slicer (Campden 

Instruments). After the formation of each hippocampal slice, but prior to separation 

from the rest of the brain, the actual hippocampal region was cut from the rest of the 

slice using a scalpel, and transferred with a pipette into a holding / bubbling chamber 

filled with oxygenated solution D (Table 2.1) containing ImM kyneurenate at room 

temperature. Between 5 and 10 slices were obtained from each hippocampus.
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2.2.4 Isolated Neuron Preparation

For experiments with isolated Purkinje and pyramidal cells, the slices were 

then dissociated using a similar method to that employed with salamander retina for 

Müller cell extraction, except that dissociation solution J (Table 2.3) was used. For 

cerebellar slices, the amount of papain used was increased to lOpl and for slices of 

frontal cortex 15 pi of papain was used for each hemispherical slice. Throughout the 

10 minute digestion time solution J was bubbled with oxygen. For the washing 

procedure, oxygenated solution C (Table 2.1) was used in place of solution B (Table

2.1). As with Müller cells, isolated neurons were left to settle and attach to the bottom 

of the recording chamber before starting perfusion with extracellular solution. 

However, due to the possibly greater requirement of neurons for oxygen, this period 

was strictly limited to five minutes, at which point they were rapidly perfused with 

oxygenated extracellular solution to prevent cell death due to anoxia. Isolated Purkinje 

and pyramidal cells were identified by their characteristic shape, often with the axon 

still attached and a dendritic stump in evidence on the apex (Figure 3 shows a Purkinje 

cell isolated in this way).

2.3 Electrical Recording from Cells

2.3.1 Mechanical Fixation of Preparations

Brain slices were fixed to the bottom of the recording chamber using a U- 

shaped ‘harp’ constructed from 0.5mm platinum wire flattened with a vice and strung 

with nylon threads (taken from nylon stockings). This device was laid on top of the 

slice, with the threads running in the Y direction, allowing the maximum possible area 

available for access by the recording electrode (which approached along the X axis). 

This configuration allowed the slices to remain stably positioned when superfused 

with solutions flowing at up to 10ml m in'\
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Figure 2.3: Isolated Purkinje cell obtained as described in the text. The remains of the 

cell’s primary dendrite and axon can be seen. The soma is approximately 20|im

across.
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Isolated neurons, glia or CHO cells were allowed to settle onto the bottom of 

the recording chamber for a period before perfusion was started, and became fixed to 

the glass surface. A large number of the cells isolated remained fixed in place after 

perfiision was begun, but were also loose enough to be pulled from the bottom after 

patching, in order to isolate them from disturbances due to vibration or electrode 

movement. This is especially important for recording from isolated cells, as the 

electrode tip is often less than 10|am from the bottom of the chamber at the time of 

patching.

2.3.2 Visualisation of Cells

For patch clamp recording experiments, the recording chamber was attached to 

the fixed stage of an upright microscope (Axioskop, Zeiss, Germany). The slices were 

viewed with a 40x water immersion objective with a 0.9 NA condenser using 

Differential Interference Contrast optics. After patching, cells were often monitored 

for the duration of the experiment using a TV (Hitachi, Japan) fed by a CCD camera 

(Radio Spares, Japan) attached to the microscope.

2.3.3 Patch Clamp Recording

The microscope and perfusion chamber were situated within a Faraday cage, 

and mechanically fixed to an air table to provide a vibration free environment in 

which to record. Patch pipettes were pulled from thin-walled borosilicate glass 

(GC150TF-10, Clark Electromedical, England) using a two stage cycle on a horizontal 

puller (BB-CH, Mechanex, Switzerland). The resistance of the pipettes before sealing 

was 2-3 M fl when filled with solution F (Table 2.2) and bathed in solution C (Table

2.1). Patch pipettes were inserted into a double-seal polyacrylate holder with a 

chlorided silver wire forming the electrical connection (Dept, of Pharmacology, UCL, 

England) that was screwed onto a patch clamp amplifier head-stage (CV202 AU,
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Axon Instruments, USA). The amplifier head-stage was mounted on a mechanical 

micromanipulator (MX-1, Narishige, Japan), also fixed to the air table. An Ag/AgCl 

pellet was used for the earth electrode, except for zero chloride experiments, where 

the pellet was replaced with a 4M NaCl agar bridge to avoid bath potential changes. 

lOmV voltage step pulses were applied to the pipette by the patch clamp amplifier 

(Axopatch 200A, Axon Instruments, USA) to monitor its resistance. After the pipette 

was submerged in the perfusion medium, the current offset was cancelled to zero. A 

slight positive pressure was continuously applied, via a tube connected to a 

mouthpiece, until the pipette was close (around 1 -2pm) to the membrane of the cell to 

be patched. After a brief period during which the outflow of intracellular solution was 

used to clean the surface of the cell, the positive pressure was released and small 

negative pressure was applied until a high-resistance seal (> lGf2) was established. At 

this point, the electrode was hyperpolarized by 60-80mV and the application of brief 

pulses of suction to the patch electrode was used to rupture the cell membrane and 

enter the whole-cell configuration.

2.3.4 Series Resistance Errors

If the voltage drop across the resistance of the patch electrode is significant, 

series resistance errors will occur, leading to unreliable voltage and current 

measurements in whole-cell mode. This can occur if either the series resistance is high 

or the whole-cell currents are large. Table 2.6 (at the end of this chapter) lists typical 

series resistance (Rs) and holding current (I) values for the different cells I studied. 

The voltage drop (I x R) for the CHO and Müller cells was less than I.5mV, which is 

a negligible voltage error, and was not corrected for in the analysis of the results. 

However, the voltage error for neurons could be as much as lOmV, and series
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resistance compensation was carried out using the controls provided on the patch 

amplifier, in order to reduce the voltage error to <2mV.

2.3.5 Junction Potential Measurements

The cancellation of the current offset prior to seal formation introduces an 

error into the measurement of voltages after the whole cell configuration is formed 

due to a phenomenon known as the liquid junction potential. This arises due to the 

charge separation which occurs when anions and cations of different mobilities diffuse 

across the boundary between two solutions. The result is that, after entering the whole 

cell mode, the actual value of zero volts differs from that indicated on the amplifier by 

the potential difference which existed between the two (intracellular and extracellular) 

solutions before seal formation. The measurement of the liquid junction potential was 

as described by Fenwick et al (1982). First, the recording chamber and pipette are 

both filled with the internal solution. The amplifier is set to current clamp mode, and 

the voltage adjusted to zero using the current offset control. The recording chamber is 

then emptied and filled with the external solution to be tested. The voltage change 

displayed on the amplifier indicates the potential difference between the two solutions, 

and can be used to calculate the true holding potential for all experiments in which 

that particular intracellular/extracellular solution combination was used. For all liquid 

junction potential measurements, a 4M NaCl agar bridge was used for the earth 

electrode to prevent its junction voltage changing.

2.4 Iontophoresis

Iontophoresis electrodes were pulled from thin-walled borosilicate glass 

(GC150TF-10, Clark Electromedical, England) using a single-stage cycle on a PG-1 

horizontal puller (Narishige, Japan). Electrodes were filled with IM sodium D- 

aspartate (resistance in the bath of around lOOMQ) and placed near a Purkinje cell
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soma with solution flowing in the direction from the electrode to the Purkinje cell. D- 

aspartate was ejected by switching from a holding current of +20nA to an ejection 

current of -40nA. The position of electrodes was constantly observed on a TV 

attached to the microscope via a CCD camera, and adjusted when necessary to keep 

the iontophoresis electrode tip a constant distance from the cell soma.

2.5 Diffusion of Substances from the Patch Pipette

The concentration of intracellular solutes was controlled by dialysing the 

inside of the cell with the solution in the patch pipette. The time taken for the 

equilibration of the cell’s internal solution and the pipette solution can be calculated 

with the following equations

J = - D A —  [2.1]
dx

where J is the diffusion flux from the electrode into the cell, D is the diffusion 

coefficient of the molecule, A is the area available for diffusion and C is the 

concentration of the molecule at point x. For the localised barrier at the end of the 

pipette.

J D • A • pipette f̂ cell )
W

[2 .2]

where Cpipetie and Cceii are the concentrations of the molecule in the pipette and the 

cell, and w is the width of the barrier (i.e. the length of the narrow pipette tip). For a 

cell of volume V, the total amount of substance in the cell is V.Cceii. J tends to 

increase this amount, therefore:
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J = [2.3]
dt

From equations 2.2 and 2.3;

V  • d C g g j i  ^  pipette “  ^ c e l l  ) [2.4]
dt w

The series resistance at the end of the pipette is:

Rp = ^  [2.5]

where p is the resistivity of the pipette solution (approximately O.SHm for lOOmM 

solutions). Rearranging this gives:

A = _p
W  Rn

From equations 2.4 and 2.6:

[2 .6]

V - d C g g | |  pipette ^ c e l l )

dt Rp
[2.7]

Since Cpjpette is constant,

^ • d ( C g g | |  - C p i p g t t e )

dt
^ D p

^  - ( C c e l l - C p i p e t t e )  [ 2 - 8 ]
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or

^ ( ^ c e l l  C p j p e t t e )  _  ^  C ç e l l  ^ p ip e t t e  g i

dt "  T

where the time constant with which a cell equilibrates with a pipette is given by

T = [2.10]
D p

A low pipette resistance is thus required to ensure rapid control of the 

intracellular solution. High pipette resistances have been shown to be the cause of the 

erroneous result of Schwartz and Tachibana (1990), who suggested that removing 

internal potassium had little effect on aspartate uptake, whereas in fact uptake requires 

internal potassium (Szatkowski et a i, 1991).

Integrating equation 2.9 gives

= [2.11] 
J y  J %

where

y  -  C c e l l  C  pipette [ 2 - 1 2 ]

or
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Taking logs, rearranging and substituting y from equation 2.12 gives;

^ c e l l ( t )  “  C p ip e tte  “  ( C c d l ( t = 0 )  ~  ^ p i p e t t e )  ' ^  [ 2 . 1 4 ]

If at t=0, Cceii=0, then:

^ c e l l ( t )  ^ p ip e t t e  '

Thus, the concentration in the cell rises to the final steady state concentration (the 

concentration in the pipette) with a time constant, x, which is equal to V Rp/D p For 

my CHO cell experiments on the stoichiometry of GLT-1, where accurate control of 

the concentrations of small ions inside the cell is important, x is 3.5 secs for 

potassium, for typical values at 25°C of V = 5.2x10'^^ m  ̂ (for a 10pm diameter cell), 

Rp = IGMQ, p = 0.80m and D =1.844xl0'^m^s''.

2.6 Fluorescence Measurements of Intracellular pH

Intracellular pH measurements were made during activation of glutamate 

uptake in CHO cells using the pH-sensitive fluorescent dye BCECF (Rink et al, 

1982). The dye was introduced into the cells by inclusion in the patch pipette solution 

(at a concentration of 96pM). Normal pipette solution G (Table 2.2) was used, but 

with only 0.5mM HEPES buffering. External solution C (Table 2.1) was used but with
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the pH adjusted to 7.7. In some experiments ImM amiloride was added to ensure that 

pH changes seen were not generated by the Na^/H^ exchanger secondary to an uptake- 

evoked rise of [Na^Ji (N a -H CO 3' transporters are inhibited by the absence of HCO 3 

in my solutions). Fluorescence of the cell was excited at 490nm or 440nm wavelength 

(an acid pH shift decreases BCECF fluorescence excited at 490nm but has no effect 

on that at 440nm), and emission at 530nm was measured with a photomultiplier tube 

(Thorn EMI, USA) (the incident and emitted light was split with a 5I0nm dichroic 

mirror). The pH signal was not calibrated in vivo, but in vitro calibration (Rink et al., 

1982) suggests that a typical glutamate-evoked decrease in fluorescence of 2% 

(excited at 490nm) corresponds to an acidification of 0.02 units.

2.7 Perfusion Systems

Two types of perfusion system, gravity feed and peristaltic pump, were used to 

apply solutions to the recording chamber. In both cases, excess solution was removed 

from the recording chamber by a hypodermic needle connected to a vacuum pump by 

silicone tubing.

2.7.1 Gravity Feed

Using this system, solutions were applied to the recording chamber through 

plastic tubing from a number of 50ml syringe barrels. In-line switches controlled the 

choice of solution, and the tubes all fed into a single pipe before entering the recording 

chamber. The final single tube was designed to minimise solution mixing and time 

taken for complete solution exchange. Using this system on isolated cells, cell 

responses to solution changes could be observed in less than one second after 

switching feeds. All of the solutions were bubbled whilst in the syringe barrels to 

maintain oxygenation.
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2.7.2 Peristaltic Pump

For experiments in which the speed of solution exchange was not important, a 

system using a variable speed electric pump was employed. The solutions were held in 

polythene bottles, and bubbled continuously. A single plastic tube connected to the 

pump inlet was used for all of the solutions, and was swapped between bottles as 

required. Downstream of the pump, a small drop from a tube into a constant head 

reservoir feeding the experimental chamber was incorporated to remove flow 

interference from the peristaltic pulses, and to introduce an air gap to prevent 

electrical interference. During solution changes, the pump speed was increased to 

increase the rate of change of the solution in the reservoir feeding the bath, and excess 

fluid was drained off via an overflow pipe incorporated into the reservoir; the solution 

flow rate through the bath did not change

2.8 Data Capture and Analysis

An IBM compatible personal computer (Optiplex Gs, Dell, USA) was used to 

control the protocols for patch clamping, using pClamp 5.51 (Axon Instruments, 

USA). Current and voltage measurements for entire experiments were also recorded 

onto chart paper using an analogue chart recorder (Gould, UK), and magnetic tape 

using either a Data Recorder (Racal, UK) or a Video Recorder (Panasonic, Japan) and 

Pulse Code Modulator (Sony, Japan) combination. Data recorded onto magnetic tape 

could be re-played into the computer’s hard disk using a filter (Barr & Stroud, UK) 

and playback amplifier. Locating data during playback was aided by a voice track on 

the magnetic tape recorded during the experiments via a microphone and pre

amplifier. Raw data analysis was carried out either by measuring directly from the 

chart recorder output, or by analysing records written to the computer’s hard disk with
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pCIamp 5.51. Further analysis of data was carried out using a spreadsheet (Excel, 

Microsoft, USA) and SigmaPlot (Jandel Scientific, USA).

2.9 Solutions

The common extracellular solutions used for the experiments described here 

are listed in tables below. Other variations on these base solutions are described in the 

appropriate figure legends. Two main types of extracellular solution were used based 

on either HEPES or bicarbonate buffering. The HEPES buffered solutions were frozen 

and stored if not required on the day of production, whereas the bicarbonate buffered 

solutions were used on the day that they were made to minimise pH variation due to 

CO2 changes and CaCO] precipitation. Both types of solution were adjusted to pH 7.4, 

using either NaOH (HEPES buffered) or bubbling with 95%Û2 / 5%C02 

(bicarbonate). The water used to make the solutions was purified through a MilliRo- 

10 plus filter (Millipore) and a MilliQ filter (Millipore).

Commonly used intracellular solutions are shown in the tables below. These 

were made up as batches, split into 2ml aliquots and frozen. On the day of an 

experiment, an aliquot of the required internal was thawed and, if required, filtered 

through an inline filter with a pore diameter of 0.2|im.

Commonly used agonists and antagonists were made up as stock solutions 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. This usually involved dissolving the 

powder or crystals provided, with either DMSG or a mixture of water and equimolar 

NaOH. Stocks were made at concentrations of between 25 and 100 mM, and were 

added to extracellular solutions using a Pipetteman (Gilson, USA). Solution pH was 

checked after addition of any stock to check for changes, and subsequent adjustments 

were made if required.
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Table 2 .1 : Standard external solutions

A B C D

NaCl 104.5 104.5 140 126

KCl 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

BaCb 6

NaH2P04 1 1

CaCl2 3 3 2.5 2.5

MgCl2 0.5 0.5 2 2

NaHCOa 24

HEPES 5 5 10

Glucose 15 15 10 10

Bubbled with O2 95%02/ 5%C02

pH 7.25 7.25 7.4 7.4

pH adjusted with NaOH NaOH NaOH NaOH

All concentrations are in mM.

A: Barium external solution for salamander Müller cell experiments 

B: Wash external solution for use after salamander retinal dissociation 

C: Hestrin’s external solution for mammalian cells 

D: Bicarbonate external solution for mammalian cells



Table 2.2 : Standard internal solutions

E F G

CsCl 140

KCl 95 140

NaCl 5 4

CaClz 1 0.5 0.5

MgCb 1 2

NMDG2.25-EGTA 5

K2EGTA 5

Na2EGTA 5

Na2ATP 5 1

MgATP 2

HEPES 5 10 10

pH 7 7 7

pH adjusted with KOH CsOH KOH

All concentrations are in mM

E: Internai solution for salamander Müller cell experiments 

F: Standard internai solution for mammalian neurons 

G: Standard internai solution for CHO cells
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Table 2.3 : Solutions for cell preparation

H I J

Na-pyruvate 1 1

K2PO4 0.7

Cysteine 1 0 1 0

Glucose 15 15

NaCl 137 6 6 1 0 1

NaHCOs 25 25

NaH2P04 1 0 1 0

HEPES 1 0

KCl 3.7 3.7

pH 7.4

pH adjusted with NaOH

All concentrations are in mM.

H: Phosphate buffered saline for cell culture work (heat sterilised) 

I: Salamander Müller cell dissociation solution 

J: Mammalian cell dissociation solution
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Table 2.4 : Solutions for studying reversal potentials o f GLT-1

K L M N 0 P

Na gluconate 1 0 0 50 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

K gluconate 42.5 42.5 1 0 42.5 42.5 1 2 2

NaH2 ? 0 4 1 1 1 1 1

Ca gluconate 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.5

Mg gluconate 2 2 2 2 2 2

NMDG gluconate^ 50 325

Na glutamate 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0.3 1 0

Na2.25-EGTA 5

HEPES 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Glucose 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Bubbled with 0 2 O2 O2 0 2 O2

pH 7.4 7.4 7.4 8 7.4 7

pH set with NMDG NMDG NMDG NMDG NMDG NMDG

All concentrations are in mM.

K: Standard zero chloride external solution for CHO cell experiments

L; Low sodium zero chloride external solution for CHO cell experiments

M: Low potassium zero chloride external solution for CHO cell experiments

N: pH 8  zero chloride external solution for CHO cell experiments

O: Zero chloride external solution for CHO cell experiments with raised glutamate

P: Zero chloride internal solution for CHO cell experiments

 ̂NMD G = N-Methyl-D-glucaniine
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Table 2.5 : Reversed uptake solutions

Q R

NaCl 73.5

CaClz 2.5 0.5

HEPES 1 0 1 0

MgCb 2

Na glutamate 1 0

Choline-Cl 60 124^

NMDGi-EGTA^ 5

BaCU 6

Glucose 1 0

Ouabain 0 . 1

pH 7.4 7

pH with NMDG NMDG

All concentrations are in mM.

Q; Reversed uptake external solution for CHO cell experiments'^ 

R: Reversed uptake internal solution for CHO cell experiments

In some ceils, tetraethylammonium chloride was used in place of choline Cl 

 ̂NMDG = N-Methyl-D-glucamine 

To evoke reversed uptake the choline chloride was replaced with KCl
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Table 2.6 : Typical patch clamp values for cell types used

Cell Type RsiMQ) Ihoid (pA) Verror (mV)

CH O 1 0 1 0 0 1

Müller cell 5 150-300 0.75-1.5

Neurons 1 0 - 2 0 200-500 2 - 1 0

R s =  pipette series resistance in whole cell mode 

Ihoid = holding current at normal clamp potential used

Verror =  Rs. Ihoid = voltagc error produced by current flow across pipette series 

resistance
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Chapter 3: Characterisation of the glutamate transporter 

GLT-1 expressed inducibly in CHO cells.

3.1 Introduction

The extent to which glutamate uptake can lower the extracellular glutamate 

concentration, [glu]o, in the CNS is determined by the ionic stoichiometry of the 

uptake process (Attwell et a l, 1993). As described in detail in Chapter 1 (section 

1.3.1.4), early radiotracing and whole-cell clamp experiments suggested that the entry 

of each glutamate anion into the cell is accompanied by the co-transport of 2  Na^ ions 

(Baetge et a l, 1979; Stallcup et a l, 1979; Erecinska et a l, 1983), and the counter

transport of 1 ion (Kanner & Sharon, 1978; Barbour et a l, 1988; Amato et a l, 

1994a). In addition, glutamate transporters generate pH changes, acid inside and 

alkaline outside the cell (Erecinska et a l, 1983; Bouvier et a l, 1992; Billups et a l, 

1996). On the basis of anion substitution experiments these pH changes were 

attributed by Bouvier et a l (1992) to the counter-transport of an OH out of the cell, 

but with the discovery of an anion conductance in the GLAST transporter they 

studied, their data have been reinterpreted as being equally compatible with co

transport of an H^ into the cell (Eliasof & Jahr, 1996; Billups et a l, 1996). The 

observation that the neuronal EAAT3 transporter can transport both anionic and 

neutral (i.e. protonated) cysteine led Zerangue & Kavanaugh (1996a) to suggest that 

energy is gained from the pH gradient by co-transport of an H^ (presumably anionic 

cysteine is transported with a co-transported H ,̂ and neutral cysteine is transported 

with the H^ attached to the cysteine).

However, the ionic stoichiometry of glutamate transport is still controvertial, 

as described in Chapter 1. Two recent studies on the EAAC1/EAAT3 transporter have
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given contradictory results for the number of Na^, and hence the charge, co

transported with each glutamate. Using measurements of radioactive Na^ influx, pH 

and membrane current, Kanai et al. (1995) concluded that 2Na^ and one net charge 

moved per glutamate entering the cell on EAACl. By contrast Zerangue & 

Kavanaugh (1996b), who studied the reversal potential of the homologous transporter 

EAAT3, concluded that 3Na^ and two net charges were transported per glutamate.

A detailed analysis of the stoichiometry of the glial GLT-1/EAAT2 transporter 

has not yet been carried out, and is of interest because this is the most abundant 

glutamate transporter in the brain (Haugeto et a l, 1996). .Although it is known that 

this transporter co-transports Na^ and counter-transports (Kanner & Sharon, 1978; 

Pines et a l, 1992), the number of ions moving has not been rigorously examined, and 

it is uncertain whether is involved in powering this transporter. I have used whole

cell clamping to characterize the properties of GLT-1 in a cell line (see Chapter 2) in 

which GLT-1 is expressed under control of the Tet-On system (so expression is turned 

on by adding the antibiotic doxycycline), and there is essentially no contamination 

from other Na^-dependent transporters or glutamate-gated currents (Levy et a l, 

1998a). The experiments described in this chapter first establish that glutamate- 

evoked currents in this cell line do indeed result from the activation of GLT-1, with a 

requirement for co-transported Na^ and counter-transported K  ̂ as in other cells. 

Secondly, I show using a fluorescent pH-sensitive dye that glutamate transport is 

associated with intracellular acidification. Finally, employing the non-transported 

analogue of glutamate, dihydrokainate (DHK), which is a specific blocker of GLT-1,1 

show that the reversal potential of the transporter is consistent with glutamate 

transport being accompanied by the co-transport of 3 Na^ and 1 H^, and the counter

transport of 1 K \
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Characteristics of the forward uptake current

After culturing in doxycycline for 24-48 hours to induce expression of GLT-1, 

glutamate evoked an inward current in whole-cell clamped GLT-1/Dd-B7 cells. No 

current was seen in cells that had not been cultured in doxycycline (Levy et al., 

1998a). The inward current was large at negative potentials, and reduced on polarizing 

to positive potentials, although it was still clearly inward at +40mV (Fig. 3.1). This I-

V relation is similar to that reported previously for salamander glial cells (Brew & 

Attwell, 1987) which express mainly a GLAST homologue, and for the GLT-1 

homologue EAAT2 expressed in oocytes (Wadiche et a l, 1995a). The lack of an 

outward current at positive potentials, despite the presence of Cl' in the external 

solution, is consistent with only a small contribution of an anion conductance to this I-

V relation (see below).

Applying increasing doses of glutamate evoked an increasing inward current, the 

size of which could be fitted by a Michaelis-Menten dependence on [glu]o (Fig. 3.2), 

with a Km of around 17|uM. This value is similar to that found previously for the GLT- 

1 homologue EAAT2 expressed in oocytes (18|xM, Arriza et al., 1994), but 

significantly lower than that for EAAT2 expressed in COS-7 cells (97p,M: Arriza et 

al., 1994), and higher than that for GLT-1 expressed in HeLa cells (lOpM: Pines et 

al., 1992).

The glutamate-evoked current was abolished when extracellular sodium was 

replaced by choline (Fig. 3.3, 6  cells), consistent with glutamate transport requiring 

Na^co-transport. It was reduced by external dihydrokainate (Fig. 3.4), a glutamate 

analogue which binds relatively specifically to GLT-1/EAAT2 but is not transported 

across the membrane (Pines et al., 1992; Arriza et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1998). On
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Figure 3.1 Voltage-dependence of glutamate-evoked currents in CHO cells 

expressing GLT-1.

A Currents evoked by lOOpM glutamate (black bars) in a cell clamped to the 

potentials shown by each trace.

B Peak glutamate-evoked current as a function of voltage for the cell of part A; 

similar results were obtained from 7 cells.

External solution was solution C from table 2 . 1  

Internal solution was solution G from table 2 . 2
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Figure 3.2 Glutamate-dependence of uptake currents mediated by GLT-1 in CHO 

cells clamped at -60mV. |

A Current record from a cell superfused with solutions containing different glutamate 

concentrations (top line).

B Average dose-response curve for the uptake current in 5 cells. Smooth curve is a 

best-fit Michaelis-Menten curve with the parameters shown in the inset box.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution G from table 2 . 2
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Figure 3.3 : Sodium-dependence of forward uptake mediated by GLT-1 in CHO cells. 

Removing external Na^ (replaced with choline) abolished the current evoked by 

glutamate (bars) at -67mV.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution G from table 2 . 2
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Figure 3.4 ; Sensitivity to dihydrokainate (DHK) of forward uptake mediated by 

GLT-1 in CHO cells using solutions containing Cf as the main anion. After a control 

response to 300pM glutamate, 200p,M DHK was found to evoke no current change. 

Applying glutamate in DHK evoked a current that was smaller than in control 

solution (note that the reduction produced by DHK is less than that quoted in the text 

for 200|iM glutamate because [glutamate] was 300|j.M here). Applying glutamate 

again after washing out the DHK evoked a response similar in size to the initial 

control.

External solution was solution C from table 2 .1 

Internal solution was solution G from table 2 . 2
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average, in 7 cells the response to 200|liM glutamate was reduced by 46+2% by 

200|aM D H K . For competitive inhibition, with Kgiu=17p,M (Fig. 3.2 B ), this is 

consistent with a Michaelis-Menten constant for D H K  binding of Kdhk=18hM, 

somewhat higher than the 8p,M which was found by Wang et al. (1998) for G LT-1  

expressed in oocytes but similar to the 23 pM found by Arriza et al. (1994) for the 

G LT-1 homologue EAAT2 in CO S cells.

Glutamate transporters do not only generate current from the net charge 

movement associated with glutamate translocation; as explained in section 1.3.1.5, 

they also gate an anion conductance. DHK evoked no current change itself when Cl 

was the main anion present (Fig. 3.4, 7 cells). However, when the pipette solution 

contained NO3 as the main anion (130mM KNO3 replacing KCl in solution G of table

2.2 (chapter2)), which is much more permeant than Cf through the anion channel of 

glutamate transporters (Wadiche et al., 1995a; Eliasof & Jahr, 1996; Billups et al., 

1996), DHK evoked a small outward current (Fig. 3.5 A) which was reduced at more 

positive potentials (Fig. 3.5 B). These data are consistent with the suggestion of 

Bergles & Jahr (1997) that the anion conductance in GLT-1 is tonically active even in 

the absence of external glutamate; efflux of NO3 ' generates an inward current which is 

suppressed when DHK binds, presumably because DHK-binding shifts the transporter 

to a state from which the anion channel is not (or is less) activated. This may indicate 

activation of the anion conductance in the absence of any glutamate bound to the 

transporter, or alternatively that it is activated by the intracellular binding and reversed 

uptake of glutamate that has not been dialysed completely out of the cell, as seen 

previously by Billups et al. (1996). Nevertheless, the anion conductance must 

contribute a negligible current with Cf as the main anion present, because DHK 

evokes no current change with Cf present instead of NO3’ (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.5 : Responses of a CHO cell expressing GLT-1 to 200pM DHK and 200pM 

glutamate using a pipette solution containing 13 OmM NO3

A; DHK evoked an outward current that was smaller at more positive potentials, i.e. a 

conductance decrease. Glutamate evoked an inward current that was larger at more 

negative potentials, i.e. a conductance increase.

B Voltage-dependence of responses obtained as in A (from a different cell: similar 

results obtained in 3 cells).

External solution was solution C from table 2.1

Internal solution was solution G from table 2 .2  with 130mM KCl replaced by K N O 3
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3.2.2 Number and density of transporters

A GLT-1/Dd-B7 cell of average radius 8.5pm (when rounded up: Levy et al., 

1998a) typically showed an uptake current of around 5pA at -60mV in response to a 

saturating glutamate concentration. For 2 charges entering per carrier cycle (as 

deduced below) and a cycle time of 100msec (at -60mV: Wadiche et a l, 1995b), this 

implies that there are approximately 1 .6 x 1 0  ̂ transporters present in each cell, at a 

density of 1700/pm^.

3.2.3 Reversed uptake mediated by GLT-1

During brain ischaemia the extracellular potassium concentration rises to 

60mM, depolarizing cells and triggering glutamate release by reversed operation of 

glutamate transporters (section 1.3.1 .6 ; Attwell et a l, 1993). To examine reversed 

uptake in GLT-1/Dd-B7 cells, I whole-cell clamped them to a depolarized or positive 

potential with a pipette solution containing lOmM Na-glutamate, and raised [K]o from 

0  to 60mM. This evoked an outward current component (Fig. 3.6 A), resembling the 

reversed uptake current characterised by Szatkowski et al. (1990) in retinal glial cells. 

The outward current was blocked by external glutamate (because, when the 

transporter releases its exported glutamate at the outer membrane surface, external 

glutamate binds to the glutamate transport site, preventing the transporter from re

orienting to the inner membrane surface to pick up more glutamate).

For 5 of the 17 cells studied, like the cell of Fig. 3.6 B, the K^-evoked current 

was net outward and was abolished by 200pM external glutamate. For the other 12 

cells, however, the K^-evoked current was net inward and became more inward in the 

presence of glutamate (Fig. 3.6 B). Presumably in those cells the outward reversed 

uptake current component was superimposed on an inward K^-evoked current flowing 

through the cell’s potassium channels. Subtracting the current in the presence of
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Figure 3.6 : Reversed operation of GLT-1 in CHO cells. Panels show reversed uptake 

currents, alone (A) or superimposed on an inward current through channels (B), 

evoked by raising [K^]o from 0 to 60mM around cells clamped with a pipette 

containing lOmM Na-glutamate.

A Raising [K ]̂o evoked an outward current (at +40mV) that was suppressed by 

200pM external glutamate.

B In another cell raising [K ]̂o evoked an inward current (at OmV) that was increased 

by 200pM external glutamate. Subtracting the current in the presence, from that in the 

absence of glutamate revealed the outward K^-evoked reversed uptake current 

component (AI). The return of the current changes to baseline is not shown because 

the duration of the [K^]o elevation applied was different in the presence and absence 

of glutamate.

External solution was solution Q from table 2.5 or the same with choline chloride 

replaced with KCl

Internal solution was solution R from table 2.5
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glutamate from that in the absence of glutamate revealed the outward K^-evoked 

reversed uptake current (trace AI in Fig. 3.6 B). In cells which were cultured in the 

absence of doxycydine, and so did not express GLT-1, raising [K]o evoked an inward 

current that was unaffected by 200pM glutamate (4 cells).

Dihydrokainate also reduced the reversed uptake current. In 6 cells 200pM 

DHK made the K^-evoked current less outward (or more inward) by an amount which 

was not significantly different from (1.04+0.12 times) the change produced by 200pM 

glutamate (the current changes were calculated by subtraction as in Fig. 3.6 B).

3.2.4 Changes of pH produced by GLT-1

To determine whether, like the GLAST transporters in salamander glial cells 

and EAACl and EAAT3 transporters in oocytes (Bouvier et al., 1992; Kanai et al., 

1995; Zerangue & Kavanaugh, 1996b), GLT-1 generates an intracellular acidification, 

I included the fluorescent pH-sensitive dye BCECF in the patch pipette solution (see 

Chapter 2). Applying L-glutamate or D-aspartate decreased the fluorescence of 

BCECF excited at 490nm (Figs 3.7, 3.8), but not that excited at 440nm (Fig. 3.8), 

showing that these amino acids which are transported by GLT-1 evoke an intracellular 

acidification (seen in all 9 cells for glutamate and II cells for D-aspartate which 

showed a stable pH baseline). The lack of a fluorescence change with 440nm 

excitation (for which BCECF fluorescence is pH-insensitive) rules out a non-specific 

effect (such as cell swelling) of L-glutamate or D-aspartate on the fluorescence. 

Glutamate (50pM for 1 minute) decreased the fluorescence excited at 490nm by 

2.2+0.4% (in 5 cells clamped to -63 mV), which corresponds to an acidification of 

0.022 units according to an in vitro calibration (Rink et a l, 1982).

The acidification produced by 50pM D-aspartate was reduced by 27+5% in 3 

cells by the GLT-1 blocker DHK (200pM, data not shown). D-aspartate is not
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Figure 3.7 Change of pH generated by GLT-1 in a CHO cell assessed as the 

fluorescence of BCECF (excited at 490nm, emitted at 530nm; the bottom trace shows 

the fractional change of fluorescence).

Top trace shows the membrane current at -63mV. When SOpM glutamate evokes a 

step change of uptake current, a change in the slope of the fluorescence record is seen 

(as expected if a proton influx accompanying uptake is proportional to the uptake 

current). In vitro calibration (Rink et a l, 1982) indicates that a AF/F of 0.05 

corresponds to a pH change of 0.05 units.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with the pH set to 7.7

Internal solution was solution G from table 2.2 with BCECF (96pM) included and

only 0.5mM HEPES buffering
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Figure 3.8 : Comparison of BCECF fluorescence (bottom trace) and membrane 

current (at -63mV, top trace) changes seen when exciting at 440 and 490nm, during 

application of D-aspartate (50|iM) to a CHO cell expressing GLT-1. D-aspartate 

always evokes an inward current but produces no fluorescence change with 440nm 

excitation as expected if the pH goes more acid since 440nm is the wavelength at 

which BCECF fluorescence is insensitive to pH changes. The small break in the 

current trace for 490nm is where an electrical artefact was removed. The noise is 

larger on the 440nm fluorescence trace because the 440nm fluorescence is weaker and 

the trace has to be amplified more to have the same AF/F scale as the 490nm trace. In 

vitro calibration (Rink et a l, 1982) shows that a AF/F of 0.015 (with 490nm 

excitation) corresponds to a pH change of 0.015 units.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with the pH set to 7.7

Internal solution was solution G from table 2.2 with BCECF (96p.M) included and

only 0.5mM HEPES buffering
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metabolised inside the cell, and so the acidification cannot be produced by 

biochemical reactions downstream of uptake into the cell. In experiments on 9 cells 

(including that in Fig. 3.9) amiloride (ImM) was present in the external solution, and 

in all experiments HCO3’ was absent from the internal and external solutions, to 

prevent any pH changes being generated by Na^/H^ exchange or Na^-HCOg' co

transport secondary to a rise in [Na^]j produced by uptake. Thus, the pH changes 

observed are apparently generated by GLT-1 transporting a pH-changing ion; a 

conclusion I strengthen below.

Vandenberg et al. (1995) have suggested that the EAAT-1 transporter may 

contain a tonically active conductance through which cations can pass, not coupled to 

glutamate transport. Conceivably such a conductance could be permeable to H^ ions 

and be activated by transporter substrates, as has been seen for the EAAT-4 

transporter in the presence of arachidonic acid (Fairman et al., 1998). However, in all 

3 cells tested I also observed an intracellular acidification (Fig. 3.9) when the cell was 

held at -20mV, which is above the reversal potential for H^ for the solutions used 

(pHo=7.7, pHi=7.0, EH=-41mV), showing that the movement of H^ (or OH") was 

coupled to glutamate entry, and did not result from a passive H^ conductance activated 

by glutamate or D-aspartate. Similar results have been obtained by Billups et al. 

(1996) and Zerangue & Kavanaugh (1996b).

The pH changes seen reached a plateau (implying no further entry of protons) 

on removing glutamate or aspartate, but rarely reversed. This is presumably because 

recovery depends on the rate of action of endogenous pH regulating carriers in the cell 

(mainly Na^/H^ exchange in my solutions which lacked bicarbonate). These recovery 

mechanisms apparently run much more slowly than the rate at which GLT-1 can 

acidify the cytoplasm.
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Figure 3.9 : Voltage dependence of the changes in membrane current (top traces) and 

internal pH (bottom traces) evoked by 50p.M D-aspartate in a CHO cell expressing 

GLT-1. D-aspartate evokes an acid pH change at -20mV, i.e. above the reversal 

potential for H^ (-41mV), as well as at more negative potentials. For this experiment, 

ImM amiloride was present in the superfusion solution. In vitro calibration (Rink et

al., 1982) shows that a AF/F of 0.05 corresponds to a pH change of 0.05 units. 

pH baseline before acid shift is assumed to be controlled by the intracellular solution, 

and is thus assumed to be the same for all of the cells shown.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with the pH set to 7.7

Internal solution was solution G from table 2.2 with BCECF (96pM) included and

only 0.5mM HEPES buffering
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3.2.5 Reversal potential of the GLT-1 transporter

I have shown above that GLT-1 can mediate forward or reversed uptake, and 

thus generate an inward or outward current, depending on the glutamate, ionic and 

potential gradients across the membrane. Applying a non-transported blocker of GLT- 

1, like DHK (see section 3.3), should therefore evoke a current change that is outward 

at very negative potentials (where the transporter is mediating forward uptake and 

generating an inward current) and inward at very positive potentials (where the 

transporter is running in reverse and generating an outward current). At some potential 

in between there will be no net glutamate and charge flux through the transporter, and 

DHK will evoke no current. This reversal potential for the transporter is determined 

by the ionic stoichiometry of the transporter and can be expressed as a fimction of the 

combined driving forces for all of the transported ions. In chapter 1, equations 1.1 and

1.3 showed how the intracellular and extracellular concentrations of glutamate and 

sodium could be used to calculate the amount of energy released per mole of 

transported ions at a particular membrane potential. Similar equations, taking into 

account the number of ions of each species which are moved per carrier cycle, can be 

used to predict the amount of energy released for movement of each ion type for a 

given stoichiometry. For n^a sodium ions entering the cell the energy change is thus 

calculated by:

(3.1)

where n^a is the number of ions moving on each carrier cycle, [Na^]o and [Na^]i are 

the concentrations of Na^ outside and inside the cell, V is the membrane potential, R 

is the gas constant, T is the temperature and F is the Faraday constant.

Similarly, the energy change for uptake of Ugiu glutamate anions is:
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(3.2)

The energy change for counter-transport of nx potassium ions is:

=  -r if .F V  + rij.RT.\n (3.3)

The energy change for co-transport of nn protons is;

G r =  n ^ F V  +  r iR R T.\n (3.4)

Combining equations 3.1-3.4 gives an expression for the total free energy 

change for one cycle of the transporter.

AG -  + ^ H  -  ^ g i u  ~ + ^ l n
\glu]o

+ M l̂n
r a ,

m
J;

(3 5)

At the reversal potential of the transporter, when there is no charge flux across 

the membrane, there is no free energy change. Rearranging equation 3.5 for the 

membrane voltage allows us to express the balance of driving forces which occurs at 

the reversal potential, Vrev, and to predict the expected reversal potentials for different 

possible stoichiometries (Zerangue & Kavanaugh, 1996b).

R T

F . =
[N al

A
-«jç.ln + » # ln ' [ H I  ^

m

(3.6)

This equation can only be used to predict Vrev if all of the current change 

produced by DHK is due to block of ion movements coupled to glutamate 

translocation. In the following experiments, therefore, I used solutions lacking Cf 

(replaced by gluconate) to abolish any contribution from the anion conductance
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activated by the transporter (Wadiche et a l, 1995a). A cation conductance which is 

tonically active in the absence of external glutamate (which might reflect cation flux 

resulting from activation of reversed uptake by glutamate inside the cell, or might be 

due to a transporter cation conductance that occurs even without glutamate bound) has 

been reported for EAACl (homologous to EAAT3: Kanai et al., 1995) and EAATl 

(Vandenberg et al., 1995) but not for GLT-1 or its homologue EAAT2. In the absence 

of external glutamate (and in the absence of anions like NO3' that are highly permeant 

through the transporter’s anion conductance), DHK evokes no current in GLT-l/Dd- 

B7 cells whole-cell clamped with a pipette solution lacking glutamate (Fig. 3.4), 

which suggests that DHK only blocks charge movements coupled to glutamate 

translocation and that the reversal potential of the DHK-evoked current can be equated 

to that of the glutamate translocation part of the transporter (see section 3.3.2 for 

further consideration of this point).

Fig. 3.10 shows current changes at different voltages, resulting from the 

application of 200pM DHK to a cell studied with intracellular and extracellular 

solutions containing glutamate, Na^ and K^ to allow both forward and reversed 

glutamate transport. At positive potentials DHK evokes an inward current shift. At 

negative potentials it evokes an outward shift. The mean reversal potential measured 

in 22 cells was -12.2±1.6mV. For comparison, for the ionic conditions used, equation 

(1) predicts a reversal potential of -11.9mV or -54.1mV for 3 or 2 Na^ being co

transported with 1 H^, 1 glu' and with 1 K  ̂being counter-transported (predictions for 

some other possible stoichiometries are given in Table 3.1). Thus, the reversal 

potential observed is consistent with nwa=3, and ngiu = nx= nn =1.
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Figure 3.10 ; Reversal potential of the transporter. Specimen data, showing the current 

changes produced by dihydrokainate (DHK, 200p,M) at various potentials (shown by 

each trace) in control solution (containing 101 mM Na^, 42.5mM K^, lOOpM 

glutamate, pH 7.4, solution K of table 2.4; internal solution is solution P of table 2.4). 

At negative potentials the transporter moves glutamate and net positive charge in the 

inward direction and the transporter blocker DHK produces an outward current. At 

positive potentials the transporter runs in the other direction, and DHK produces an 

inward current. The amplitude of current changes like this are plotted with the 

opposite sign in figures 3.11-3.14 to show the current which is blocked by DHK. In 

figures 3 .11-3 .14 specimen data are shown for single cells (rather than averaged over 

all cells) for each solution change because of small variations in the initial reversal 

potential in each cell (quantified in Table 3.1), presumably reflecting small 

differences in intracellular [Na^], [H^], [K^] or [Glu’], which would add noise to the 

shift of the I-V relation. The theoretical predictions (equations 3.2-3.5) for the reversal 

potential shifts are independent of the exact intracellular substrate concentrations and 

are compared with mean data (averaged over all cells) in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Comparison o f  experimental data on GLT-1 reversal potential with  

theoretical predictions for different stoichiometries. All reversal potentials are in mV. 

Data on the left give the mean reversal potential in control solution (+s.e.m , number 

o f  cells in brackets), and the reversal potential shifts seen on lowering [Na']o from 

101 to 5 ImM, changing external pH from 7.4 to 8.0, lowering external [K^]o from  

42.5 to lOmM, and raising external [glu ] from 100 to SOOpM. Columns on the right 

show the predicted reversal potentials for four different transporter stoichiometries 

(described as co-transported substrates/counter-transported substrate). In brackets
O K «  f a _ ' " ' p l e

after each value is show n the p value from a 2-tailed t-test comparing the theoretical 

prediction with the experimental data.

To compare experimental data on the transporter reversal potential with theoretical 

predictions for various stoichiom etries (175 o f  which were considered), 1 used the 

average value measured for the reversal potential in the control external solution, and 

the 4 shifts o f  reversal potential measured when altering in turn the external 

concentration o f  sodium, protons, potassium and glutamate. For each o f  these 5 

measurements, I computed the absolute value o f  the difference between the theoretical 

prediction and the experimental value, and then averaged this ‘error’ over the 5 

measurements to crudely assess the relative likelihood that a particular theoretical 

stoichiometry might be consistent with the data. When this average ‘error’ was less 

than 6m V, which narrowed the search down to 3 possible stoichiom etries. Student’s 2 

tailed t-test was used to assess the probability o f  each measurement being consistent 

with the theoretical prediction.
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Experiments Theory

toUi

3Na^ir.slu-/K* 2Na^lC.elu7K+ 3Na\2H*.glu7K* 5Na*.H\2elu7K*

Control E rev -12.2±1.6(n=22) -11.9(p=0.85) -54.1 (p=9xl0‘‘*) -15.8(p=3xlO'^) -27.1 (p=3.9xl0‘̂ )

A E r e v ( A [ N a ] o ) -27.8±2.5 (n=7) -26.3 (p=0.56) -35.1 (p=2.6xl0'^) -17.5(p=5.9xl0'^) -29.2 (p=0.59)

A E r e v ( A [ H ] o ) -19.3±3.2(n=6) -17.7 (p—0.66) -35.5 (p=3.9xI0‘̂ ) -23.6(p=0.23) -11.8 (p=6.8x10'^)

A E „ v ( A [ K ] „ ) +14.6+2.6 (n= ll) +18.6 (p=0.16) +37.1 (p=6.4xl0‘̂ ) +12.4 (p=0.41) +12.4(p=0.41)

A E „ X A [ g I u ] o ) +15.1±1.6(n=7) +14.1 (p=0.57) +28.2 (p=2.1xlO ") + 9.4(p=1.3xl0‘̂ ) +18.8(p=6.5xlO'^)



3.2.6 Effect o f ion concentration changes on the reversal potential

From equation (3.6), the predicted change in reversal potential when [Na^]o is 

changed from value [Na ]̂o  ̂ to [Na ]̂o  ̂ is

\  (3.7)
+«« - V - » c )

(note that this only depends on the old and new values of [Na^]o and on the numbers 

of ions transported). For [Na^]o*=101mM and [Na^]o^=51mM, as in my experiments, 

equation (3.7) predicts a shift of -26.3 or -35.1mV, respectively, if 3 or 2 Na"̂  are co

transported and ngiu = nK = nH =1. Fig. 3.11 shows specimen I-V relations for the 

DHK-blocked current in a cell studied with these two values of [Na^]o (note that at 

positive potentials the inward current shift produced by DHK is plotted as outward, 

i.e. the size of the current blocked is plotted). Lowering [Na^]o shifted the reversal 

potential negative by 24mV in this cell, and by 27.8+2.5mV in 7 cells, consistent with 

nNa=3, and ngiu = nx= nn =1 (other possibilities are assessed in table 3.1 and discussed 

below).

From equation (3.6), the predicted change in reversal potential when [H ]̂o is 

changed from value [Ĥ ]o* to [Ĥ ]ô  is

{n^RT).\n

(3.8)
7 (̂«N, +«« “ V  -Mf)
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Figure 3.11 Shift of reversal potential of the GLT-1 transporter current suppressed by 

DHK, produced by altering the external concentration of Na^. Straight lines are 

linear regression fits to the data. The graphs show the voltage-dependence of the 

transporter current in control solution (solution K of table 2.4) with lOlmM [Na^]o 

(black circles), then in solution with 51 mM [Na^]o (open circles), then again in control 

solution (black triangles). Internal solution was solution P of table 2.4
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For [HT]ô =10’̂ '̂  and [H^]o^=10'^M, as in my experiments, equation (3.8) predicts a 

shift o f -17.7 or -35.5mV, respectively, if 3 or 2 Na^ are co-transported and ngiu= nK = 

nn =1. Fig. 3.12 shows specimen I-V relations for the DHK-blocked current in a cell 

studied with these two values of [H ]̂o. Changing the external pH shifted the reversal 

potential negative by 21mV in this cell, and by 19.3+3.2mV in 6 cells, consistent with 

nNa=3, and ngiu = nx = nn =1.

From equation (3.6), the predicted change in reversal potential when [K ]̂o is 

changed from value [K̂ ]o* to [K ]̂o  ̂is

-(A2^/?r).ln
AF, = — --------------------------------------------------------------(3,9)

- H f )

For [K ]̂o*= 42.5 and [K^]o^=10mM, as in my experiments, equation (3.9) 

predicts a shift of 18.6 or 37. ImV, respectively, if 3 or 2 Na^ are co-transported and 

ngiu= nK= nH =1. Fig. 3.13 shows specimen 1-V relations for the DHK-blocked current 

in a cell studied with these two values of [K ]̂o. Changing [K^]o shifted the reversal 

potential positive by 20mV in this cell, and by 14.6+2.6mV in 11 cells, consistent 

with nNa=3, and ngiu = nx = nn =1.

From equation (3 .6), the predicted change in reversal potential when [glu‘]o is 

changed from value [glu’]ô  to [glu‘]ô  is

W R T ) \n

AF,,„ = (3.10)
- » z l u  -  «If)
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Figure 3.12 Shift of reversal potential of the GLT-1 transporter current suppressed by 

DHK, produced by altering the external concentration of H .̂ Straight lines are linear 

regression fits to the data. Graphs show the voltage-dependence of the transporter 

current in control solution (solution K of table 2.4) with pHo=7.4 (black circles), then 

in solution with reduced [H ]̂o (pHo=8.0) (open circles, solution N of table 2.4)), then 

again in control solution (black triangles). Internal solution was solution P of table 

2.4.
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Figure 3.13 Shift of reversal potential of the GLT-1 transporter current suppressed by 

DHK, produced by altering the external concentration of K .̂ Straight lines are linear 

regression fits to the data. Graphs show the voltage-dependence of the transporter 

current in reduced [K^]o (lOmM, open circles, solution M of table 2.4), then in control 

solution (42.5mM [K ]̂o, black circles, solution K of table 2.4)), then in lOmM [K ]̂o 

again (open triangles). Internal solution was solution P of table 2.4.
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For [glu']o^= 0.1 and [glu']o^=0.3mM, as in my experiments, equation (3.10) 

predicts a shift of 14.1 or 28.2mV, respectively, if 3 or 2 Na^ are co-transported and 

Hgiu= nK= nn =1. Fig. 3.14 shows specimen I-V relations for the DHK-blocked current 

in a cell studied with these two values of [glu’Jo. Raising the external glutamate 

concentration shifted the reversal potential positive by 14mV in this cell, and by 

15.1+1.6mV in 7 cells, consistent with nNa^3, and ngiu= nx= nH =1.

3.2.7 Estimation of the stoichiometry of GLT-1

Table 3.1 summarizes the experimentally observed reversal potential of the 

DHK-blocked current in the control external solution, and the shifts in reversal 

potential evoked by altering the external sodium, proton, potassium and glutamate 

concentrations. It also summarizes the theoretical predictions for these parameters of 

several possible transporter stoichiometries, together with p values for t-tests 

comparing the experimental data with the prediction of each stoichiometry.

Comparing the data first with the predictions for nNa = 3 or 2 sodium ions co

transported, assuming that nn = nK = ngiu =1, it is clear that the reversal potential in 

control solution, and the reversal potential shifts produced by altering each of the 4 

transported species, are all consistent with nNa=3 and completely inconsistent with

H N a=2.

I then considered whether other possible stoichiometries might be consistent 

with the data. All possible stoichiometries were considered which had: (i) the sum of 

the number of Na^ and of H^ transported < 6 (going up to such large numbers was 

considered justified because GLT-1 is thought to operate as a trimer (Haugeto et al., 

1996) and conceivably several ions could bind to each trimer); (ii) at least 1 Na^ and 1 

glu" transported (for consistency with radiotracing data); and (iii) a net positive charge 

moving into the cell with glutamate (as seen electrophysiologically even with the
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Figure 3.14 Shift of reversal potential of the GLT-1 transporter current suppressed by 

DHK, produced by altering the external concentration of glutamate. Straight lines are 

linear regression fits to the data. Graphs show the voltage-dependence of the 

transporter current in control solution (100p.M [glutamatejo, black circles, solution K 

of table 2.4), then in a solution of 300p,M [glutamatejo (open circles, solution O of 

table 2.4), then lOOpM [glutamatejo again (black triangles). Internal solution was 

solution P of table 2.4.
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anion conductance abolished by chloride removal). These constraints lead to the 

consideration of 175 possible stoichiometries, which were narrowed down to those 

shown in Table 3.1. Some stoichiometries (other than nNa=3, nH=l, nK=l, ngiu=l) 

could predict certain individual values close to what was observed, but none of them 

predicted accurately both the control reversal potential and all four reversal potential 

shifts produced by altering the ion gradients. For example, for the postulated 

stoichiometry nNa=5, nn=l, uk= 1, ngiu=2, the predictions are reasonable for the 

reversal potential shifts produced by altering pSfâ ] and [K^], but less good for the 

control reversal potential and the shifts produced by altering magnitudes of the [H ]̂o 

and [glu'Jo. The 2 stoichiometries (other than nNa=3, nn=l, nK=l, ngiu=l) which 

minimized the differences between the observed and predicted values (i.e. minimized 

the sum of the differences for the control Vrev, and the Vrev shifts evoked by altering 

the 4 substrate concentrations) were (a) nNa=5, nH=l, nK=l, ngiu=2; and (b) nNa=3, 

nn=2, nK=l, ngiu=l. For each of these, however, and for other stoichiometries with 

predictions that were slightly further from the data (which could not be fitted into the 

table), t-tests comparing the observed and predicted values ruled them out as plausible 

stoichiometries (Table 3.1). I conclude that the stoichiometry nNa=3, nH=l, uk= 1, 

ngiu=l predicts results that are not significantly different from my data, while all other 

stoichiometries do not.

3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 Currents generated by GLT-1 transporters in GLT-1/Dd-B7 cells

The voltage-, Na^- and K^-dependence, and the pharmacology, of the 

glutamate-evoked current in GLT-1/Dd-B7 cells are similar to those seen for GLT-1 

(or its human equivalent EAAT2) in preparations derived from native brain or when
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expressed heterologously in oocytes or COS-7 cells (Kanner & Sharon, 1978; Pines et 

a l, 1992; Arrizae/a/., 1994; Wadiche a/., 1995a).

Glutamate transporters can generate membrane current both by the movements 

of ions coupled to glutamate transport and by the activation of an anion conductance 

(Wadiche et a l, 1995a), as described in Chapter 1. The current mediated by GLT-1 

and its homologue EAAT2 is still inward at +40mV (Fig. 3.1; Wadiche et a l, 1995a), 

and removing external Cl" has no effect on the current generated by EAAT2 (Wadiche 

et al, 1995a). By contrast EAATl and EAAT3 show an outward current at positive 

potentials that is abolished by removal of external Cl". These data suggest that GLT- 

1/EAAT2 normally activates little anion conductance compared with EAATl and 

EAAT3. In the presence of the much more permeable anion N O 3 ' ,  however, the anion 

conductance may be significant. My observation that DHK suppresses a conductance 

in cells clamped with pipettes containing NO3 is consistent with the suggestion of 

Bergles & Jahr (1997) that the GLT-1 anion conductance is tonically active in the 

absence of external glutamate.

3.3.2 Stoichiometry of GLT-1

The stoichiometry of GLT-1 was determined using the method of Zerangue & 

Kavanaugh (1996b), in which the reversal potential of the current blocked by a non

transported glutamate analogue (DHK or kainate) is measured in various ionic 

conditions. The idea is that, with all the transporter substrates (glutamate, Na^, K  ̂and 

H^) present on both sides of the membrane, forward uptake will occur at very negative 

membrane potentials, reversed uptake will occur at very positive membrane potentials, 

and at an intermediate potential determined by the transporter stoichiometry there will 

be no net glutamate movement. DHK blocks forward uptake at negative potentials 

giving an outward current shift and blocks reversed uptake at positive potentials
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giving an inward current shift, but at the transporter reversal potential DHK does not 

change the membrane current (Fig. 3.10). Measuring this null potential in various 

ionic conditions allows the stoichiometry to be deduced from equations. 3.6-3.10.

This approach requires that several conditions hold. First, DHK must not be 

transported in place of glutamate. This is shown by the fact that DHK generates no 

current on its own (Fig. 3.4; Wang et al., 1998), and that kainate (a close analogue of 

DHK, which also relatively specifically blocks GLT-1) is not transported into cells 

expressing the GLT-1 homologue EAAT2 (Arriza et al., 1994). Second, DHK must 

affect no glutamate-activated current other than that due to ion movements coupled to 

glutamate transport. This is satisfied because GLT-1/Dd-B7 cells generate no 

glutamate-gated currents other than via GLT-1 activation and, even though the 

contribution of an anion conductance to the current is small (see above), I carried out 

all the stoichiometry experiments with the anion conductance suppressed by removal 

of Cl Finally, there must be no ‘slippage’ in the coupling of the ions co-transported 

with glutamate. For example if Na^ could be transported across the membrane in the 

absence of glutamate binding, then the transporter would generate a tonic inward 

current. Adding glutamate or DHK might decrease this current (producing a current 

change unrelated to glutamate movement) by diverting the transporter to a state where 

Na^ crosses the membrane with glutamate or (in the case of DHK) not at all. This is 

unlikely to occur for GLT-1, since DHK alone generates no current (in the absence of 

N O 3 ' :  Fig. 3.4). It might be argued that if DHK could only bind to the transporter after 

glutamate has bound it would not generate any current change in the absence of 

glutamate, but then DHK would block better at high glutamate concentrations whereas 

in fact DHK block of glutamate uptake by GLT-1/EAAT2 is competitive (less block 

at higher glutamate doses: Arriza et a l, 1994) implying that DFIK and glutamate bind
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to the same site. I conclude that the conditions necessary for the method to work do 

hold.

Using this approach, I found that each glutamate is transported into the cell 

with 3 Na^ and 1 while 1 is transported in the other direction, so that 2 net 

positive charges move with each glutamate: the same stoichiometry that Zerangue & 

Kavanaugh (1996b) found for EAAT3 transporters expressed in oocytes. This is the 

first time that the GLT-1 stoichiometry has been shown to involve co-transport of a 

proton. The resulting glutamate uptake-evoked acidification of the cytoplasm of 

astrocytes expressing GLT-1 could constitute a signal regulating glial metabolism 

during periods of elevated extracellular glutamate concentration. Glutamate generates 

an uptake-mediated intracellular acidification in hippocampal slices (Amato et al., 

1994b), which is likely to be dominated by pH changes in astrocytes because GLT-1 

is more abundant than neuronal uptake carriers (Haugeto et a i, 1996).

3,3.3 Discrepancies with earlier data

Radiotracing experiments on unidentified glutamate transporters in cell lines 

suggested that 2 Na^ are co-transported into the cell with each glutamate ion (Baetge 

et al., 1979; Stallcup et al., 1979), rather than 3 Na^ as determined here. Conceivably 

this discrepancy arises from some of the radioactive Na^ entering the cell on the 

glutamate transporter leaving the cell again through ion channels or exchangers 

(although the Na/K pump was blocked in those experiments). Similarly Erecinska et 

al. (1983) found that the equilibrium accumulation of D-aspartate in synaptosomes 

was proportional to [Na ]̂o ,̂ suggesting transport of 2 Na^, but this might result from 

[Na^]i increasing when [Na^]o was raised, decreasing the apparent dependence on Na^. 

A less easily resolvable discrepancy (both of this paper and of Zerangue & Kavanaugh 

(1996b)) is with the work of Wadiche et al. (1995a), who measured a charge entry per
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transported D-aspartate (with Cl' removed) which was closer to 1 than 2 in oocytes 

expressing either the GLT-1 homologue EAAT2 or EAAT3. Similarly Kanai et al. 

(1995) found entry of 1 charge and 2 Na^ per glutamate in oocytes expressing 

EAACl. At present the reason for these differences is uncertain.

3.3.4 Implications of the GLT-1 stoichiometry for the increase of [glu]o in 

ischemia

The lowest value of [glu]o that can be maintained by a transporter co

transporting 1 glutamate anion, 3 Na^ and 1 and counter -transporting 1 K^, is (by 

rearranging eqn. (3.6))

[giAc = \s‘« \
2VF
,T f (3.11)

Under normal conditions this equation predicts a minimum maintainable [glu]o 

of about 2nM (Zerangue & Kavanaugh, 1996a). During brain ischemia the 

extracellular potassium concentration rises to around 60mM and [Na^]o falls by a 

similar amount (from 144mM to around 87mM: Siesjo, 1990). Internal [Na^] and 

[K^] rise and fall correspondingly, but by less because of the greater intracellular 

volume fraction: if the extracellular volume fraction is 0.2, [Na^]i will rise and [K^]i 

will fall by approximately 14mM. In addition the membrane potential depolarizes past 

-20mV. This rundown of the transmembrane gradients driving uptake will result in 

glutamate transporters running backwards and raising the extracellular glutamate 

concentration until a new equilibrium is reached (Attwell et al., 1993; Szatkowski & 

Attwell, 1994).
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Zerangue & Kavanaugh (1996b) have suggested that the extra accumulative 

power conferred by co-transport of 3, rather than 2, Na^ will allow the transporters to 

continue to remove extracellular glutamate even in the perturbed ionic conditions of 

ischaemia. To estimate how high the minimum maintainable [glu]o will rise when 

[K ]̂o rises in ischaemic conditions I assume that initially [Na^]i=25mM and 

[K^]i=l 19mM, so that in ischemia [Na^]i rises to 39mM and [K^]i falls to 105mM (i.e. 

similar to the values of [Na^]i found experimentally; Ball any i et al., 1987; Friedman & 

Haddad, 1994), that the membrane potential is given by the Nemst potential for K ,̂ 

and that although the intra- and extracellular pH shift acid in ischaemia, they do so at 

the same rate so that throughout [H^]j/[H^]o = 2.1 also need to assume an average 

value for [glu]i. As discussed in Attwell et al. (1993), this is complicated by the 

likelihood of the value being different in neurons and glia (but becoming less different 

in ischaemia when glial [glu]i rises). As a compromise I use the value [glu]i = 3mM 

(Attwell et al., 1993; Storm-Mathisen el. a l, 1992). With this, and the ion 

concentrations listed above, eqn. (3.6) predicts that when [K ]̂o rises in ischaemia to 

60mM, the lowest that glutamate transporters can hold [glu]o down to in equilibrium is 

112p.M. This value was calculated assuming a commonly quoted extracellular volume 

fraction of 20% (e.g. Nicholson & Phillips, 1981); if this value is reduced to 13%, as 

measured for hippocampus (McBain et a i, 1990), with corresponding alterations in 

the changes of [Na^]i and [K ]̂i, the minimum [glu]o predicted at [K^]o=60mM is 

60|iM.

These estimates are in the range known to trigger the death of neurons if 

maintained for a few minutes (Choi et al., 1987b). Thus, even with co-transport of 3 

Na^, the glutamate transporters GLT-1 and EAAT3 will automatically raise [glu]o to 

neurotoxic levels in ischaemia.
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Chapter 4: Modulation of extracellular glutamate 

concentration in brain slices by cystine/glutamate exchange

4.1 Introduction

Control of the extracellular glutamate concentration, [glu]o, in the CNS by 

membrane transporters is important for terminating synaptic transmission and for 

keeping [glu]o below neurotoxic levels (Chapter 1; Takahashi ei al, 1997). Much 

work has been done on the role of the 5 cloned Na^-dependent glutamate transporters 

(Chapter 3; Storck e ta l,  1992; Pines et a l, 1992; Kanai & Hediger, 1992; Fairman et 

al, 1995; Arriza et a/., 1997) in maintaining a low [glu]o (Fig. 4.1 A), but other 

transporters could contribute to extracellular glutamate homeostasis in the brain. As 

discussed in Chapter 1, cystine-glutamate exchangers, in particular, can have a density 

comparable to that of Na^-dependent glutamate transporters (Anderson et a/., 1990), 

and so might be capable of modulating [glu]o significantly. One of these exchangers 

has just been cloned (Sato et a l, 1999), but they are likely to exist in several 

molecular forms since cultured neurons and glia have cystine-glutamate exchangers 

with different affinity and pharmacology (Murphy et a l, 1990).

In this chapter I investigate the possible role of cystine-glutamate exchangers 

in controlling [glujo in the CNS. The stoichiometry of cystine-glutamate exchange is 

uncertain, but first order dependencies on substrate concentrations seen in radiotracing 

experiments suggest that one cystine molecule (possibly as an anion: Bannai & 

Kitamura, 1981) may exchange with one glutamate anion (Fig. 4.1 B). Extracellular 

Cr removal reduces exchanger activity if the cystine concentration is low but not if it 

is high (Murphy et a l, 1989), suggesting a modulation of the cystine affinity by Cf.
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Figure 4.1. Glutamate transporters in the CNS (reproduced from chapter 1 for 

convenience).

A. Na^-dependent transporters (GLAST and GLT-1 in glia, EAAC-1, EAAT4 and 

EAAT5 in neurons) accumulate glutamate by co-transporting 3 Na^ and 1 ET, and 

countertransporting 1 (Chapter 3; Zerangue & Kavanaugh, 1996b). In addition 

the transporters can generate current by virtue of an anion conductance in their 

structure which is gated by transport activity (see chapter 1).

B. B. Cl’-dependent transporters exchange cystine for glutamate. They are inhibited 

by Cl'-removal when the cystine concentration is low (Murphy et al., 1989),
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The concentration of cystine inside cells may be about 100-fold higher than that 

outside (Murphy et al., 1989), while that of glutamate is about 10,000-fold higher 

inside than outside (Takahashi et al, 1997), so the exchanger may normally transport 

glutamate out of cells and cystine in. However, with appropriate substrate gradients it 

can run in the reverse direction (Cho & Bannai, 1990; Kato et a l, 1993) and might do 

so when [glu]o rises during synaptic transmission.

Export of glutamate by cystine-glutamate exchange has been suggested as a 

mechanism by which microglia release glutamate and kill neurons (Piani & Fontana, 

1994). Cystine-glutamate exchange is also important for providing cells with cystine, 

a precursor of the antioxidant glutathione (Bannai, 1984). Consequently, an elevated 

[glu]o can kill neurons by preventing cystine uptake and inducing oxidative stress 

(Murphy et al., 1989, 1990), in addition to triggering death by the better known 

mechanism of excessively activating NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) and non-NMDA 

receptors (Choi et a l, 1987b).

Radiotracing studies on cerebellar slices (Wyatt et a l, 1996) suggest that 

cystine-glutamate exchange is capable of raising the extracellular glutamate 

concentration at a rate of 0.6p,M/sec (see section 4.3.1). To investigate whether 

cystine-glutamate exchange can alter [glu]o enough to affect glutamate receptors, I 

activated the normal direction of operation of the exchanger by applying cystine in the 

extracellular fluid, and tried to detect any resulting change of [glu]o by monitoring the 

membrane current of neurons containing glutamate receptors using whole-cell 

clamping.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Cystine evokes a current in Purkinje cells in cerebellar slices

Applying ImM cystine to Purkinje cells in cerebellar slices, whole-cell 

clamped to a negative potential, evoked an inward current (Fig 4.2). This current had a 

mean value of 9.1±0.6pA at -60mV in 22 cells. It was reversibly abolished (Fig. 4.2) 

in 4 cells by applying 50pM CNQX (6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione) and 

25 pM AP5 (D(-)-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid) which are blockers, 

respectively, of non-NMDA and NMDA receptors (CNQX and AP5 produced no 

current change when applied alone). Purkinje cells of this age have been reported to 

have no functional NMDA receptors (Momiyama et a l, 1996), suggesting that the 

cystine-evoked current was mediated by non-NMDA receptors. Blocking sodium- 

dependent and calcium-dependent action potentials with lOpM TTX in zero calcium 

solution (replacing CaCb by MgCb in solution C of table 2.1, with 2mM EOT A 

added) had no effect on the cystine-evoked current (Fig. 4.3: reduced by 6+13% in 4 

cells), suggesting that the response was not transmitted to the Purkinje cell 

synaptically as a result of cystine depolarizing other cells in the slice. Polarizing the 

Purkinje cell to positive potentials reversed the current (Fig. 4.4 A), which showed an 

I-V relation (Fig. 4.4 B) typical of non-NMDA receptors (Takahashi et a l, 1996a).

A simple explanation for these data would be that cystine evokes glutamate 

release from cells in the slice by cystine-glutamate exchange, raising [glujo and thus 

activating the Purkinje cell’s non-NMDA receptors. To conclude this, however, 

requires that I exclude a direct action of cystine on the cell’s non-NMDA receptors, 

and exclude the possibility that cystine raises [glujo by blocking Na^-dependent 

glutamate transporters. The following two sections address these possibilities.
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Figure 4.2. A cystine-evoked current in a whole-cell clamped Purkinje cell clamped to 

-75mV. ImM cystine (black bars) evokes an inward current, which is blocked when 

ionotropic glutamate receptors are blocked with 50|iM CNQX and 25|j,M AP5 

(right).

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with 20|iM bicuculline added.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.3. Applying TTX (1 0 |l iM )  to Purkinje cells in zero calcium solution, to 

block Na^“ and Ca^^-dependent action potentials, has no effect on the cystine-evoked 

current at -60mV.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with 20|iM bicuculline added.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.4. Voltage dependence of cystine-evoked currents in whole-cell clamped 

Purkinje cells.

A. The cystine-evoked current in a whole-cell clamped Purkinje cell is inward at 

negative potentials and outward at positive potentials.

B. Mean I-V relation of the cystine-evoked current in 4 cells (normalised to the value 

at -30mV). Mean current at -30mV was 7.4±1.6pA.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with 20|iM bicuculline added.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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4.2.2 Cystine depresses non-NMDA responses to low [g lu ]o  and potentiates 

responses to h ig h  [g lu ]o

Applying ImM cystine to Purkinje cells isolated enzymatically from cerebellar 

slices (as in Fig 2.3) evoked no detectable current (6 cells), while low doses of 

glutamate (3|aM) evoked a readily detectable non-NMDA current (Fig. 4.5) that was 

blocked by CNQX (data not shown). This shows, firstly, that ImM cystine does not 

directly activate non-NMDA receptors and, secondly, that the cystine is not 

significantly contaminated with glutamate or any other compound that might activate 

the channels.

Next I examined the possibility that cystine might modulate glutamate’s action 

on non-NMDA channels. Applying different doses of glutamate evoked an inward 

current that saturated at around SOpM glutamate (Figs. 4.6 and 4.7). In the presence of 

ImM cystine, the response to low doses of glutamate (<20p,M) was reduced, while 

that to doses above 40pM was potentiated (Figs. 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8). A possible 

explanation for this biphasic modulatory effect will be given in section 4.3. The value 

of [glujo in brain tissue has been reported to be in the low micromolar range (Wahl et 

al,  1994). Thus, applying cystine should decrease by about 20% (Fig. 4.8) any tonic 

current produced by this background level of glutamate acting on non-NMDA 

receptors. Consequently the inward current produced at negative potentials by cystine 

in slice Purkinje cells (Fig. 4.2) cannot be explained by cystine potentiating the action 

of the background extracellular glutamate in the slice.

In conclusion, the cystine-evoked current in Fig. 4.2 does not reflect a direct 

action of cystine on non-NMDA channels.
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Figure 4.5. ImM cystine evokes no current in an enzymatically-isolated Purkinje cell 

(see Fig 2.3) clamped to -33mV. Responses to 3 and lOpM glutamate are shown for 

comparison. The slow perfusion results in only the steady state current being 

displayed. Time scale bar is 60, 10 and 20 sec for the applications of cystine, 3|iM 

glutamate and lOpM glutamate respectively.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.6. Effect of cystine on glutamate-evoked currents in an enzymatically 

isolated Purkinje cell (see Fig 2.3) at -33mV. Specimen responses to various 

glutamate doses are shown in the absence (left) and presence (right) of 1 mM cystine. 

Dotted lines extrapolate the peak response in the absence of cystine to facilitate 

comparison of the response in cystine.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.7. Mean dose-response curve (+s.e.m.) for glutamate in the presence and 

absence of ImM cystine, from 5 enzymatically isolated Purkinje cells studied as in 

Fig. 4.6, normalised to 100% for lOOpM glutamate in the absence of cystine. Smooth 

curves are best-fitted Hill equations, Igiu=Imax[glu]7([glu]"+K"), with parameters 

Imax=101.3%, Km=8.8|LiM and n=1.8 in the absence of cystine, and Imax=121.8%, 

Kjn=12.4|LiM and n=2.3 in the presence of cystine.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.8. Ratio of the glutamate-evoked current in enzymatically isolated Purkinje 

cells in the presence of ImM cystine to the current in its absence (mean+s.e.m.), as a 

function of glutamate concentration. Data are derived from experiments as in Figs. 4.6 

and 4.7.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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4.2.3 Cystine has no effect on GLAST or E A AT 4/E A A C 1 transporters

The dendritic tree of Purkinje cells is ensheathed by Bergmann glia, which 

mainly express the GLAST Na^-dependent glutamate transporter (Rothstein et al., 

1994). To investigate whether cystine raises [glujo by blocking Na^-dependent 

glutamate transporters, I whole-cell clamped salamander retinal Müller cells, which 

show a glutamate-evoked membrane current generated largely by glutamate uptake 

(Barbour et a l, 1991). Several glutamate transporters are found in Müller cells (Eliasof, 

et al 1998), but the insensitivity of the glutamate-evoked current to dihydrokainate 

(Barbour et a l, 1991; Arriza et al, 1994), and the relatively small anion conductance 

activated by glutamate transport (Billups et al, 1996), suggest that the glutamate- 

evoked current is generated largely by transporters homologous to the mammalian 

GLAST. Applying ImM cystine evoked no current change (Fig. 4.9) in 9 Müller cells, 

and did not significantly alter the current evoked by 10p.M glutamate (increased by 

8.5+4.5% in 4 cells). I conclude that cystine does not raise [glujo by blocking GLAST 

transporters.

Purkinje cells themselves express both EAAT4 transporters (Yamada et al, 

1996) and EAACl transporters (Rothstein et a/., 1994), and a block of these transporters 

by cystine could generate a rise of [glujo and current change as seen in Fig. 4.2. To test 

whether this occurred, I monitored EAAT4/EAAC1 transporter currents in Purkinje 

cells as the current response to iontophoresed D-aspartate, in the presence of 25 pM 

NBQX, 50pM AP5 and 20pM bicuculline to block non-NMDA, NMDA and GABAa 

receptors. D-aspartate was used because it activates transporters but not non-NMDA 

receptors. Iontophoresis was used to apply the D-aspartate to the cell body, limiting its 

penetration into the slice where it can release glutamate by heteroexchange on 

transporters and thus activate non-NMDA receptors (Takahashi et a l, 1996a). Applying
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Figure 4.9. Cystine has no effect on GLAST transporter currents. Membrane current 

at -63mV of an isolated salamander retinal glial cell (which expresses mainly GLAST 

transporters) during the application of 1 0 |liM  glutamate (bars) in the absence and 

presence of ImM cystine.

External solution was solution A from table 2.1.

Internal solution was solution E from table 2.2.
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ImM cystine had no effect on the transporter current (Fig. 4.10; increased by 4.4+5.0% 

at -33mV in 8 cells), so cystine does not raise [glu]o by blocking EAAT4/EAAC1 

transporters.

4.2.4 Dose-response curve for the action of cystine in slices

The data above support the idea that the current evoked by cystine in Purkinje 

cells in cerebellar slices is produced by cystine-glutamate exchange releasing 

glutamate which activates non-NMDA receptors in the Purkinje cell membrane. To 

investigate the level of cystine needed to release glutamate, I measured the Purkinje 

cell response to different cystine doses. A detectable inward current was produced by 

lOOfj-M cystine (Fig. 4.11). The dose-response curve obtained from 4 Purkinje cells 

could be fitted by a Michaelis-Menten curve with a Km of around 250pM (Fig. 4.12, 

dashed curve).

On theoretical grounds this Km value is expected to be higher than that for the 

cystine-dependence of glutamate efflux on the cystine-glutamate exchanger for two 

reasons. First, the rise of [glujo produced by cystine-glutamate exchange is not 

proportional to the glutamate efflux rate because of removal of glutamate by Na^- 

dependent glutamate transporters which saturate at high [glujo. Second, the non- 

NMDA receptors I am using to monitor the rise of [glujo generate a current which is a 

non-linear function of [glujo. The expected alteration of the dose-response curve for 

cystine by these effects can be calculated with simple assumptions as follows. 

Glutamate efflux on the exchanger schematized in Fig. 4.1 B is assumed to have a 

Michaelis-Menten dependence on external cystine concentration, [cysjo,

glutamate efflux = Vcys [cysjo / ( [cysjo + Keys ) (4.1)

where Vcys and Keys are the maximum rate and E C 50 for cystine of the cystine- 

glutamate exchanger. This efflux must equal the rate of glutamate removal by Na^-
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Figure 4.10. Cystine has no effect on EAAT4/EAAC1 transporter currents. Membrane 

current at -33mV of a Purkinje ceil in a cerebellar slice (in solution C from table 2.1 

containing 25 pM NBQX, 50pM AP5 and 20pM bicuculline) during iontophoresis of 

D-aspartate (bars) which activates EAAT4 and EAACl transporters. The transporter 

currents (shown before, during and after washout of solution containing cystine) were 

not affected by the presence of ImM cystine.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.11. Specimen dose-response data for the cystine-evoked current in a Purkinje

cell in a cerebellar slice at -63 mV.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with 20pM bicuculline added 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.12 . Mean dose-response curve (+ sem) from 4 Purkinje cells in slices at -  

63 mV (measured 30 sec after the start of the cystine application) normalised to the 

response to ImM cystine. Data are fitted with a Michaelis-Menten relation, 

Icys=Imax[cys]/([cys] + Km)

with Imax=l-25, Km=252|LiM (dashed curve), and with a Michaelis-Menten relation 

raised to the power 1.5 (to compensate for the non-linear dependence on [glu] of non- 

NMDA receptor responses: see section 4.2.4)

Icys=Imax([cys]/([cys] +  Km))^^

with Imax=l 14, Km=140|iM (solid curve).

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with 20p.M bicuculline added.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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dependent uptake and by diffusion to the bulk solution. For simplicity I assume that 

diffusion is small compared to Na^-dependent uptake (the rise of [glu]o generating the 

current I detect is probably occurring in small extracellular spaces in poor diffusive 

contact with the bulk solution). Thus

glutamate removal = Vgiu [glujo / ( [glujo + Kgiu ) (4.2)

where Vgiu and Kgiu are the maximum rate and EC50 for glutamate of Na^-dependent 

glutamate transport. Equating glutamate efflux and removal from eqns (4.1) and (4.2) 

we find that

[glujo = [glujo,max [cysJo / ( [cysJo + K^yg ) (4.3)

where [gluJo,max=Kgiu Vcys/(Vgiu-Vcys) and the value of [cysjo which produces a half- 

maximal rise of [glujo is given by

K cys~ Keys / (1 “ (Vcys/Vgiu) ) (4.4)

and so is increased from Keys by a factor which is larger when the maximum rate of 

cystine-glutamate exchange is closer to the maximum rate of Na^-dependent uptake. 

For the small rises of [glujo which presumably produce the small currents I detect 

when cystine is applied, non-NMDA receptors generate steady state currents which (in 

hippocampal pyramidal cells) are approximately proportional to [glujo^^ (Patneau & 

Mayer, 1990; the data in Fig. 4.7 are best fit by Hill equations with Hill coefficients of 

1.8 (control data) and 2.3 (in cystine), but there are not enough data at low [gluj 

values to define accurately the power of the dependence on [gluJ). Thus, the current, 

leys, generated by cystine is predicted to be proportional to equation (4.3) raised to the 

power 1.5:

Icys=Imax([cysJo / ( [cysJo + K^yg ))*’̂  (4.5)

where L ax is the maximum current evoked by a high cystine concentration. Fitting this

equation to the data in Fig 4.12 (solid line) gives a value for K̂ cys of 140pM.
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Equation (4.4) predicts that the EC50 for cystine activating glutamate release is given 

by

Kcys= K^cys (1 - (Vcys/Vgiu) ) (4.6)

Accurate values for Vcys/Vgiu, the ratio of the Vmax values for cystine-glutamate 

exchange and Na^-dependent glutamate transport are not available for cerebellum, but 

using Vcys= 450pmoles/litre/hour (for rat cerebellar slices: Wyatt et al, 1996) and 

Vgiu= 2109pmoles/litre/hour (for cerebellar synaptosomes from 15 day rats (Sandoval 

et al, 1984), calculated assuming 95mg protein per g of wet tissue), I estimate that 

K cys=110|L iM . For comparison, the Km value measured for uptake of radioactive 

cystine into rat cerebellar slices is 77pM (Wyatt et a l, 1996).

Using external cystine to activate glutamate release by cystine-glutamate 

exchange requires the presence of intracellular glutamate. Adding lOmM glutamate to 

the whole-cell pipette solution (solution F of table 2.2) did not increase the current 

evoked by ImM cystine (mean value at -30mV was 6.6+0.3pA in 5 cells, compared 

with 7.1+1.3pA in 5 cells studied with the internal solution lacking glutamate). This 

implies either that the cystine-glutamate exchange raising the extracellular glutamate 

concentration in these experiments is mainly in cells other than Purkinje cells (e.g. it 

might be in surrounding glia), or else that the Purkinje cell does express cystine- 

glutamate exchange but that dialysis of the Purkinje cell soma with glutamate-free 

solution does not effectively remove internal glutamate from the dendrites of the cell 

(which constitute the majority of its membrane area).

4.2.5 Effects of agents thought to block cystine-glutamate exchange

Under some circumstances, activity of the cystine-glutamate exchanger is 

reduced by removal of external chloride (Kessler et a l, 1987; Murphy et a l, 1989; 

Zaczek et a l, 1987). I found, however, no significant effect of replacing Cl" by
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methanesulphonate' ions on the current evoked in 3 Purkinje cells by ImM cystine 

(current decreased by 12+19 %, Fig. 4.13).

DIDS and furosemide have been reported to block glutamate binding to, or 

homo-exchange on, cystine-glutamate exchange (Recasens et al, 1987; Koyama et 

a l, 1995), with IC50 values for inhibition of binding of 1 5 |liM  and 2 0 0 |l iM  

respectively. I found, however, that ImM DIDS actually potentiated the Purkinje cell 

response to ImM cystine (the current was increased by 103+35% in 6 cells. Fig. 4.14), 

while ImM furosemide had little effect (current increased by 2.1+0.6% in 2 cells. Fig. 

4.15).

Possible explanations for the lack of a blocking effect of these manipulations 

are considered in section 4.3.3 I also tried to block the Purkinje cell response to 

cystine with the cystine-glutamate exchange blocker L-a-aminoadipate (Koyama et 

a l, 1995), but this agent (ImM) induced a large inward current at -30mV in the 

Purkinje cell (2 cells) probably by blocking, or evoking heteroexchange of glutamate 

on, the EAAT4 glutamate transporter since it is known to be a poorly transported 

substrate for the Purkinje cell transporter (Fairman et a l, 1995): such an action would 

raise the local glutamate concentration and activate non-NMDA channels, thus 

generating the observed current.

4.2.6 Effects of cystine in the frontal cortex

In the molecular layer of the cerebellum (i.e. around the Purkinje cell dendritic 

trees) the density of cystine-glutamate exchangers is approximately 10% of that of 

Na^-dependent glutamate transporters (Anderson et a l, 1990). In frontal cortex, 

however, the density of Na^-dependent transporters is 3.2 fold smaller than in the 

cerebellar molecular layer, while that of cystine-glutamate exchangers is 2.4 fold
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Figure 4.13. Effect of anion substitution on the current evoked by ImM cystine in a 

Purkinje cell clamped to -63mV in solution C from table 2.1 with 20|iM bicuculline 

added. Replacing external Cl' (left) by methanesulphonate' (right) had no effect on the 

cystine-evoked current. Bath electrode was a high molarity agar bridge to avoid 

junction potential changes.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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Figure 4.14. Effect of the anion transport blocker DIDS on the current evoked by 

ImM cystine in a Purkinje cell clamped to -63mV. The cystine-evoked current (left) 

was potentiated by DIDS (ImM, right).

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with 2 0 |liM  bicuculline added 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.15. Effect of the anion transport blocker furosemide on the current evoked by 

ImM cystine in a Purkinje cell clamped to -63mV. The cystine-evoked current (left) 

was little affected by by furosemide (ImM, right); although the data are noisy, it is 

clear that furosemide did not abolish the cystine-evoked current.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with 20pM bicuculline added.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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higher, so the ratio of cystine-glutamate exchangers to Na^-dependent transporters is

7.5 fold higher in cortex than in cerebellum (Anderson et al., 1990).

Cystine evoked a current in pyramidal cells of frontal cortex slices which, as in 

Purkinje cells, was blocked by CNQX and AP5 (Fig. 4.16). As a crude comparison of 

the relative importance of cystine-glutamate exchange and Na^-dependent glutamate 

transporters in the cerebellum and the cortex, I compared the currents produced in 

Purkinje cells and in cortical pyramidal cells when I applied cystine and PDC (L- 

/ra«^-pyrrolidine-2,4-dicarboxylic acid). PDC is a glutamate analogue that is 

transported slowly on Na^-dependent glutamate transporters (Sarantis et a l, 1993). 

Largely by heteroexchange with intracellular glutamate on these transporters (Volterra 

et a l, 1996), it raises the extracellular glutamate concentration and thus produces a 

current in neurons (Sarantis et a l, 1993). In 7 cerebellar Purkinje cells ImM cystine 

produced a current change that was 5.5+1.7% of that evoked by 300pM PDC (Fig. 

4.17 A). In 5 cortical pyramidal cells, the cystine-evoked current was a slightly larger 

fraction (8.5+3.0%) of that evoked by PDC (Fig. 4.17 B), but this difference was not 

statistically significant (p=0.37). Although this might be surprising, given the 7.5 fold 

greater density of cystine-glutamate exchangers relative to Na^-dependent transporters 

in cortex, the ratio of responses to cystine and PDC is also affected by factors other 

than the relative densities of the two transporter types. First, the different Na^- 

dependent transporters present in cerebellum (largely GLAST, EAAT4 and EAACl) 

and in cortex (largely GLT-1 and EAACl) might show different amounts of 

heteroexchange of PDC with glutamate. Second, the non-linear [glujo-dependence of 

membrane current (and hence the relative responses to different [glujo rises) may 

differ in pyramidal and Purkinje cells, due to different non-NMDA receptor properties
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Figure 4.16. Current evoked by ImM cystine in a pyramidal cell clamped to -33mV in 

a slice of frontal cortex in control solution, in the presence of 50pM CNQX and 

25p,M AP5, and with those blockers washed out again

External solution was solution C from table 2 .1  with 2 0 |l iM  bicuculline added.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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Figure 4.17. Comparison of the currents produced by glutamate release by cystine (on 

the cystine-glutamate exchanger) and PDC (which undergoes heteroexchange with 

glutamate on Na^-dependent glutamate transporters) in the cerebellum and frontal 

cortex.

A. Currents evoked by ImM cystine and 300|xM PDC in a Purkinje cell clamped to 

-73mV.

B. Currents evoked by ImM cystine and 300pM PDC in a frontal cortex pyramidal 

cell clamped to -33mV.

For both A and B the current scale for the cystine response is 10-fold smaller than for 

the PDC response, as shown by the vertical bars.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 with 20|aM bicuculline added.

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2.
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or due to the contribution of NMD A receptors to the response in the cortex (there are 

no functional NMD A receptors on Purkinje cells at this age: Momiyama et al., 1996). 

4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Cystine-glutamate exchange in cerebellar slices

Most work on transporters controlling the glutamate concentration in the 

extracellular space has focussed on the Na^-dependent transporters. However, the 

presence of cystine-glutamate exchangers at a density which is 10-75% (in different 

brain locations) of that of Na^-dependent transporters (Anderson et al., 1990) suggests 

that these may also have a significant effect on the extracellular glutamate 

concentration. Radiotracing studies on cerebellar slices have shown a maximum 

uptake rate for cystine of roughly 450p.moles/litre/hour (Wyatt et al., 1996). 

Assuming the stoichiometry of Fig. 4.1 B, so that glutamate leaves cells at the same 

rate as cystine enters, this will raise the glutamate concentration in the extracellular 

space (with volume fraction 0.2) at a rate of 450/(3600x0.2)|iiM/sec = 0.6pM/sec. 

Depending on the extent to which the released glutamate is taken up by Na^- 

dependent transporters, this efflux rate may be large enough to activate or desensitise 

NMD A and non-NMDA receptors. To test this I carried out this first 

electrophysiological study of the role of cystine-glutamate exchange in the CNS.

I found that applying ImM cystine to Purkinje cells in cerebellar slices 

generated an inward current which was blocked by glutamate receptor blockers. 

Control experiments showed that the current was not due to a direct action of cystine 

on the non-NMDA receptors in Purkinje cells (see below), nor due to a block of Na^- 

dependent glutamate transporters. I attribute this current to activation of cystine- 

glutamate exchange, releasing glutamate which activates the Purkinje cells’ non- 

NMDA receptors.
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4.3.2 Which cells release glutamate?

Sagara et al, (1993) have suggested that cystine is supplied to neurons via 

glial cells, with glia taking up cystine, then converting it to and exporting cysteine, 

which neurones take up and convert back to cystine to make into glutathione. On this 

model, the source of the glutamate which generates an inward current in Purkinje cells 

might be cystine-glutamate exchangers in Bergmann glia. By contrast, Murphy et al. 

(1990) claim that neurons express a high affinity cystine-glutamate exchange which 

might also contribute to the cystine-evoked rise of [glujo which I observe (although 

adding glutamate to the solution in the pipette (solution F of table 2.2) used to whole

cell clamp the Purkinje cell did not increase the cystine-evoked current: see section 

4.2.4).

4.3.3 Effects of anion replacement and blockers

The cystine-glutamate exchanger is often defined by its Cl'-dependence: 

removing external Cl' has been shown to block transport of glutamate and cystine by 

the exchanger (Kessler et al., 1987; Koyama et al., 1995; Murphy et a l, 1989). I 

found no significant effect of Cl" removal on the inward current evoked in Purkinje 

cells by ImM cystine (Fig. 4.13), which might seem at odds with earlier work. 

However, Murphy et al. (1989) also found no significant effect of Cf removal on the 

uptake of ImM cystine by cystine-glutamate exchange in a neuronal cell line, 

although the uptake of lOpM cystine was reduced by 43%, suggesting that Cf- 

removal inhibits the cystine-glutamate exchanger by lowering the affinity for cystine. 

I conclude that when the cystine-glutamate exchanger is saturated with cystine it is not 

Cl'-dependent, consistent with my data. I could not examine the Cl'-dependence of the 

current evoked in Purkinje cells by doses of cystine as low as lOpM, because the 

current would be undetectably small.
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DIDS and furosemide have been shown to block glutamate binding to and 

homoexchange on the cystine-glutamate exchanger (Recasens et al., 1987; Koyama et 

a l, 1995), but apparently their effect on cystine transport has not been investigated. I 

found no effect of furosemide on the cystine-evoked current in Purkinje cells, while 

DIDS actually potentiated the current. Conceivably these drugs need to interfere with 

glutamate binding to block the activity of the exchanger, and in my experiments they 

do not block because I am running the exchanger in the direction where cystine enters 

and glutamate binds at the inner membrane surface. The potentiation of the current 

produced by DIDS could be explained by less removal by Na^-dependent glutamate 

transporters of the glutamate which cystine releases, since DIDS is known to inhibit 

these transporters in Bergmann glia (Ruiz & Ortega, 1995).

4.3.4 Effects of cystine on Purkinje cell non-NMDA channels

Cystine inhibited the response of non-NMDA channels in isolated Purkinje 

cells to low doses of glutamate (<20p,M) by about 20% (Fig. 4.8), so the inward 

currents evoked by glutamate release in slices (where the resting [glujo is likely to be 

in the low micromolar range) would be 20% larger in the absence of this inhibition. 

By contrast, cystine increased the response to glutamate concentrations above 40p,M 

(Fig. 4.8). A similar biphasic dose-response curve has been seen for the action of 

DNQX on non-NMDA receptors (Fig. 6 of Geoffroy et at., 1991): this antagonist 

competes with glutamate for binding at low glutamate doses, but at high glutamate 

doses its dominant effect is to remove desensitization. Thus, I attribute the effect that I 

observe of cystine on non-NMDA receptors in isolated cells to cystine being a weak 

antagonist at non-NMDA receptors.
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4.3.5 Physiological significance of glutamate release by cystine-glutamate 

exchange

The EC50 of 250|j,M that I found for cystine evoking an inward current in 

Purkinje cells implies a Km for cystine activating glutamate efflux of less than 140|iM 

(I estimate llOfiM), because of the non-linear dependence of non-NMDA receptor 

current on [glujo and the non-linear-dependence of [glujo on glutamate release rate due 

to uptake by Na^-dependent transporters (see Results). Wyatt et al. (1996) found a Km 

of 77|iM for uptake of radioactive cystine into cerebellar slices. The normal cystine 

concentration in the extracellular space of the brain is uncertain, but it presumably lies 

closer to the value in the CSF than to the blood plasma value (0.2 and 80|iM 

respectively: Murphy et a/., 1989). Trafficking of cystine between neurons and glia 

(see above) may result in the brain extracellular [cystinej being substantially higher 

than that in the CSF, but it is unlikely to be a significant fraction of the EC50 of 

250pM, suggesting that export of glutamate into the extracellular space by cystine- 

glutamate exchange will normally have a negligible effect on the membrane current of 

Purkinje cells. The main role of the transporter should therefore be seen as providing 

cystine to cells.
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Chapter 5: Modulation of sodium-dependent glutamate 

transporters by metabotropic glutamate receptors.

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Known mechanisms of metabotropic glutamate receptor regulation of 

sodium-dependent glutamate uptake.

It has been known for some time that metabotropic glutamate receptors can 

affect the function of a number of other cellular proteins via the activation of second 

messenger cascades (see section 1.2.2.1). In addition, metabotropic glutamate 

receptors are thought to modulate sodium-dependent glutamate transporter activity 

both by regulating their expression on the cell surface, and altering their transport 

efficiency, through the action of protein kinases (Casado et al., 1993; Dowd & 

Robinson, 1996; Conradt & Stoffel, 1997; Davis et al., 1998). Both inhibition and 

potentiation of transport by phosphorylation have been demonstrated, although this 

phenomenon has yet to be described in all of the cloned glutamate transporter sub- 

types.

5.1.2 A proposed novel mechanism of regulation of sodium-dependent glutamate 

uptake by metabotropic glutamate receptors.

Experiments by another group (collaborating with the Attwell lab) on oocytes 

expressing EAACl have recently suggested (Hediger, personal communication) that 

metabotropic glutamate receptors can inhibit the sodium-dependent glutamate 

transporter EAAC-1 via a direct action of G protein subunits. This was of interest to 

me in the context of this thesis because it implies a novel method of regulation of 

glutamate transport by metabotropic glutamate receptors. The postulated interaction 

involves the release of Gpy from G« attached to activated metabotropic glutamate
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receptors, and subsequent binding of Gpy to an intracellular region of sodium- 

dependent glutamate transporters.

The EAAC-1 transporter is expressed in cerebellar Purkinje cells (Kanai et al., 

1995) and probably contributes to the current evoked in Purkinje cells by 

iontophoresis of D-aspartate (Takahashi et al., 1996a; see also section 2.5). I therefore 

tested the effect, on this D-aspartate-evoked current, of including Gpy subunits in the 

patch pipette. Further experiments then investigated the action of drugs acting on 

metabotropic glutamate receptors.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Metabotropic glutamate receptors do not modulate sodium-dependent 

glutamate transporters by direct interaction with Gpy subunits.

All of the experiments described in this chapter were carried out at room 

temperature on 200-250|j,m thick cerebellar slices from 12 day-old rats. The D- 

aspartate-evoked current in Purkinje cells clamped for 25 minutes with pipette 

solution containing 28nM Gpy subunit was not inhibited compared to that containing 

28nM boiled Gpy subunit (Figure 5.1, all experiments were done ’blind’, i.e. I did not 

know which electrodes contained active Gpy). Further control experiments carried out 

by my collaborators, after my experimental work was complete, suggested that the 

originally observed transporter inhibition was probably due to contamination of their 

samples with Gaq, which they found to be a potent inhibitor of EAAC-1 activity in 

oocytes.

5.2.2 ACPD affects the baseline current in whole cell clamped Purkinje cells.

In order to study the action of metabotropic receptors on glutamate transport in 

Purkinje cells independent of G-protein sub-type, I applied the group I metabotropic 

receptor agonist ACPD in the bath solution (the internal solution F contained GTP, see
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Figure 5.1 Gpy (28nM) does not suppress the current evoked by iontophoresis of IM 

D-aspartate in whole-cell clamped Purkinje cells at -30mV compared to boiled 

control samples.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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table 2.2). ACPD (lOOfaM) caused a large, transient inward current in whole cell 

clamped Purkinje cells, which was smaller but still present in some cells using a lower 

ACPD concentration of lOpM (data not shown). This phenomenon has been observed 

previously by Linden et al (1994) and was attributed to potentiated sodium / calcium 

exchange (discussed below). In addition to the transient inward current evoked by 

ACPD application, a prolonged inward current was also evident which was larger with 

lOOpM ACPD than with 10fj,M ACPD. The mean shift in baseline was 136.5 ± 35.9 

pA (n=5), and 23.6 ± 21.9 pA (n=6), respectively. Figure 5.2 shows the prolonged 

inward current evoked by lOpM ACPD in a whole cell clamped Purkinje cell at -  

80mV.

5.2.3 MCPG affects the baseline current in whole cell clamped Purkinje cells.

The application of the broad spectrum group I metabotropic glutamate receptor 

antagonist MCPG (500pM) in the bath solution reversed the inward baseline current 

seen with ACPD. The mean outward baseline shift evoked by MCPG (superimposed 

on lOpM ACPD) in 6 cells was 69.2 ± 38 pA. Figure 5.2 shows the reversal of the 

ACPD evoked inward baseline current when MCPG is applied. MCPG (500p,M) 

applied alone also caused an outward baseline shift relative to control in five cells, of 

41.4± 13.2pA.

5.2.4 ACPD and MCPG affect the amplitude of the D-aspartate-evoked currents 

in whole cell clamped Purkinje cells.

Applying lOpM ACPD in the bath solution caused a change in the size of the 

D-aspartate evoked currents seen in whole cell clamped Purkinje cells in cerebellar 

slices. When all of the results are pooled, the change is not significant (current 

amplitude increases by 2 ± 22%, n=6), but it was clear from the raw data that the 

response to ACPD could be split into two groups: cells in which the aspartate-evoked
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Figure 5.2 Effect of ACPD (lOjiiM) and MCPG (500|iM) on the baseline and 

aspartate-evoked currents in a Purkinje cell whole-cell clamped in a cerebellar slice at 

-80mV. Downward deflections are responses to iontophoresed D-aspartate.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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current increased in size (40 ± 16%, n=4. Figure 5.3), and those in which it was made 

smaller (49 ± 18%, n=2; figures 5.2 and 5.4 show cells in which the application of 

10p,M ACPD decreased the size of the aspartate-evoked current). The relative 

importance of these opposing effects was not significant (p > 0.33), although lOOpM 

ACPD appeared to produce a more uniform inhibitory effect (current amplitude 

decreased by 47 ± 15%, n=5; data not shown).

The application of 500|liM MCPG in the presence of 10p.M ACPD reduced the 

aspartate-evoked current amplitude relative to control by 68 ± 10% in 6 cells (reduced 

by 72 ± 4% relative to the size of the aspartate evoked current in the presence of 

ACPD, n=6). Figure 5.2 shows a cell in which the application of MCPG reduces the 

size of the aspartate evoked current in ACPD. The degree to which MCPG inhibits the 

aspartate evoked current does not appear to depend on the direction of the modulation 

of this current caused by ACPD; the current was reduced relative to its size in ACPD 

by 69 ± 5% for 4 cells in which ACPD increased the current, and by 76 ± 1% in 2 

cells in which ACPD made it smaller.

MCPG (500pM) also reduced the size of the aspartate-evoked current when 

applied alone (Figure 5.5, current decreased by 42 ± 16% in 5 cells).

5.2.5 ACPD and MCPG may have different effects on the amplitude of the 

aspartate-evoked currents in the presence of extracellular perchlorate ions.

The inhibitory actions of MCPG and (in some cells) ACPD on the aspartate- 

evoked current were unexpected, and brought into question the nature of the D- 

aspartate-evoked current, which I (following Takahashi et a l, 1996a) had assumed to 

be due to the action of sodium-dependent glutamate transporters. There are two main 

sub-types of glutamate transporter in Purkinje cells, EAAC-1 and EAAT-4. As 

discussed in section 1.3.1.5, the majority of the current generated by EAAT-4
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Figure 5.3 Specimen current traces in which ACPD (lOpM) increases the aspartate-

evoked current in a Purkinje cell whole-cell clamped in a cerebellar slice at -80mV.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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Figure 5.4 Specimen current traces in which ACPD (10p,M) decreases the aspartate-

evoked current in a Purkinje cell whole-cell clamped in a cerebellar slice at -80mV.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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Figure 5.5 Specimen current traces in which MCPG (500p.M) decreases the aspartate-

evoked current in a Purkinje cell whole-cell clamped in a cerebellar slice at -80mV.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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activation under normal operation is due to the opening of an associated anion 

channel, and this current becomes more outward if chloride ions in the external 

solution are replaced with the more permeant nitrate or perchlorate ions. In order to 

investigate the nature of the aspartate evoked current further, and to make sure that 

MCPG and ACPD were indeed modulating a transporter current, I replaced the 

sodium chloride in external solution C (Table 2.1) with sodium perchlorate. In this 

situation, iontophoresing D-aspartate evokes an outward current at positive potentials. 

This is presumably due to perchlorate entry through the EAAT-4 (or possibly EAAC- 

1) transporters’ anion conductance (Takahashi et al., 1996a), and suggests that part (at 

least) of the D-aspartate-evoked current is due to transporter activation, as postulated 

by Takahashi et a l (1996a).

Due to the low number of cells that I could study with bracketing controls, any 

conclusions drawn from these experiments must be tentative, although the raw data 

are suggestive of two trends. In the majority of cells where ACPD (10p,M) was 

applied, the D-aspartate-evoked current appeared to be potentiated by 41 ± 32% (but 

in the 2 cells which have been measured with bracketing controls the current is only 

increased by 7 ± 11%). Figure 5.6 shows a cell in which lOjLiM ACPD increased the 

size of the D-aspartate-evoked current in the presence of external perchlorate ions. 

Tentatively, then, ACPD appears to potentiate transporter anion currents. This may 

reveal an action of ACPD on EAAT-4 transporters which have a much larger anion 

conductance than EAAC-1 transporters.

MCPG (SOOpM) did not appear to reduce the size of the aspartate evoked 

current to a degree comparable with its effect in standard external solution C (current 

amplitude decreased by 5 ± 2% in 2 cells. Figure 5.7 shows a cell in which applying 

500|liM MCPG to a cell in the presence of external perchlorate ions had little or no
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Figure 5.6 Specimen current traces in which ACPD (lOpM), in the presence of

140mM external perchlorate, increases the aspartate-evoked current in a Purkinje cell

whole-cell clamped in a cerebellar slice at +10mV.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 (with sodium chloride replaced 

entirely by sodium perchlorate).

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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Figure 5.7 Specimen current traces in which MCPG (500|iM), in the presence of 

140mM external perchlorate, has little if any effect on the aspartate-evoked current in 

a Purkinje cell whole-cell clamped in a cerebellar slice at -lOOmV.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 (with sodium chloride replaced 

entirely by sodium perchlorate).

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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effect on the size of the aspartate evoked current). This lack of effect was seen even in 

a cell in which MCPG was shown to inhibit the aspartate evoked current in the 

presence of lOpM ACPD by 81% in standard external solution C (data not shown).

The baseline current of cells whole-cell clamped in external solution with 

perchlorate tended to oscillate more than with standard solution, making it impossible 

(given the small number of cells available for measurement) to comment upon the 

effect of ACPD or MCPG on this current.

5.2.6 The aspartate evoked current is not altered by dichlorobenzamil.

I considered the possibility that the D-aspartate-evoked current might be partly 

mediated by an activation of mGluRs, leading to a rise of intracellular calcium, and an 

inward current generated by sodium / calcium exchange. This might then explain the 

inhibitory effects of ACPD and MCPG. Thus, as a further check on the nature of the 

D-aspartate evoked current, the sodium / calcium exchange blocker (Plasman et al., 

1991; Andreeva et a i, 1991) 3’, 4’-dichlorobenzamil (DCB) was applied in the 

external bath solution. DCB (lOOpM) did not change the amplitude of the aspartate 

evoked current in 1 cell (current decreased by 7%. data not shown), as found 

previously in a larger number of cells by Takahashi et al. (1996a).

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Factors complicating the interpretation of the results.

The relatively complex nature of Purkinje cells (compared to oocytes) makes it 

difficult to provide a single definitive explanation for the results described above. 

Purkinje cells possess at least two subtypes of sodium dependent glutamate transporter 

(EAAC-1 and EAAT-4), and two types of metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluRl 

and mGluRT), and the situation is further complicated when studying brain slices by 

the other transporter and receptor types present on the surrounding cells. Finally,
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additional complications stem from the manifold interactions which second 

messengers released by metabotropic glutamate receptors have with other proteins 

including ion channels and nuclear proteins. Consequently, the discussion below 

contains a number of possible hypotheses for the results presented here.

5.3.2 No direct interaction of sodium-dependent glutamate transporters with Gpy 

subunits from metabotropic glutamate receptors.

As described in section 5.2.1, the initial experiments carried out for this project 

were based upon a result from another lab that was later attributed to sample 

contamination. Had the data been correct, the inclusion of extra Gpy subunits in the 

patch pipette should have led to a noticeable decrease in the amplitude of the 

aspartate-evoked (uptake) current over time, as the G-protein subunits diffused into 

the cell and bound to glutamate transporters. However, figure 5.1 shows that this was 

not the case, with boiled Gpy subunits (denatured control) actually producing a 

stronger inhibitory effect. Subsequent data from my collaborators in the USA 

suggested that the inhibitory effect on the aspartate-evoked uptake current (mediated 

by EAAC-1 in oocytes) could be elicited by activating group I mGluRs using an 

agonist such as quisqualate or ACPD.

This contrasts with a previous report that protein kinase C (PKC), which is 

activated by mGluRl activation, causes a potentiation of EAAC-1 mediated glutamate 

transport (Dowd & Robinson, 1996, Davis et a/., 1998), and indicates the existence of 

another modulatory pathway between metabotropic glutamate receptors and sodium- 

dependent glutamate transporters. As my experiments were carried out with Purkinje 

cells in cerebellar slices, ACPD was chosen as an agonist of mGluRl rather than 

quisqualate to prevent unwanted activation of non-NMDA receptors.
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5.3.3 Action of ACPD and MCPG on baseline currents in whole cell clamped 

Purkinje cells in slices.

Inward shifts in current baseline caused by the application of ACPD have been 

reported previously, and attributed to separate mechanisms in different cell types. 

Guerineau et al. (1994) and Charpak et al. (1990) report a depolarising effect of 

ACPD application in hippocampal pyramidal cells due to the blockage of tonically 

open potassium leak currents and voltage-gated potassium currents respectively. 

Linden et al. (1994) attribute the inward current caused by ACPD in Purkinje cells to 

release of calcium from intracellular stores (Vranesic et al., 1991) and a subsequent 

increase in sodium-calcium exchange. Linden et al. (1994) also report that the inward 

current they observed was not attenuated by blockers of voltage-gated potassium 

channels, and that the whole-cell conductance increased rather than decreased after 

ACPD application. This suggests that the inward baseline shift reported here (in 

Purkinje cells) is due to ACPD activating sodium/calcium exchange by increasing the 

concentration of intracellular calcium.

The abolition of this inward baseline shift by MCPG can be attributed simply

to the blockage of metabotropic glutamate receptors, and thus the inhibition of

calcium release from intracellular stores via a second messenger system. MCPG 

sometimes caused an outward baseline shift in the absence of ACPD, which may 

reflect tonic activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors by background levels of 

extracellular glutamate in the slice.

5.3.4 Actions of ACPD and MCPG on D-aspartate-evoked currents in whole cell 

clamped Purkinje cells in slices.

The mechanism by which ACPD and MCPG affect the aspartate-evoked

current appears to be more complex than a simple agonist / antagonist interaction with
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metabotropic glutamate receptors. There are a number of possible explanations for the 

results described here, which are outlined below.

5.3.4.1 ACPD and MCPG may compete with aspartate at the glutamate binding site 

on sodium-dependent glutamate transporters.

Although this phenomenon has not been reported before, the results shown 

here (in which MCPG and often ACPD inhibit the D-aspartate-evoked current) are 

consistent with ACPD and MCPG being non-transported substrates at the glutamate 

binding site on sodium-dependent glutamate transporters in Purkinje cells. lOOpM 

ACPD and 500pM MCPG both reduce the aspartate evoked current amplitude by 

approximately 50%, whilst the weaker effect of lOjiM ACPD could be due to both the 

lower concentration, and differing interactions with different transporter sub-types 

(discussed below).

5.3.4.2 ACPD may inhibit EAAC-1 via a novel second messenger cascade.

Whilst ACPD does not appears to modulate glutamate transporter action 

directly by the binding of Gp^-protein subunits, it is possible that EAAC-1 activity is 

depressed by a novel pathway linked to group I metabotropic receptors (in agreement 

with Hediger (personal communication) but in contrast to the potentiating mechanism 

of direct phosphorylation and increased surface expression suggested by Dowd & 

Robinson (1996) and Davis et a l, (1998)). In cells in which the majority of the 

glutamate uptake is mediated by EAAC-1, this would account for the reduction in 

aspartate evoked current amplitude after ACPD treatment.

5.3.4.3 ACPD may potentiate an anion or proton conductance associated with EAAT- 

4 activation.

The observation that lOjiiM ACPD also appears to mainly increase the 

aspartate-evoked current in the presence of external perchlorate ions and in some cells
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in external chloride, could be due to potentiation of the activity of EAAT-4 

transporters. The magnitude of the EAAT-4 associated anion conductance is greatly 

increased in external perchlorate, so it should dominate the aspartate-evoked current. 

A possible alternative explanation is provided by the discovery of a proton 

conductance associated with EAAT-4 which is activated by arachidonic acid (Fairman 

et al., 1998). This could account for the increase in the aspartate-evoked current seen 

in perchlorate solution and in some cells in chloride solution with lOfiM ACPD, as 

mGluRl is known to increase intracellular calcium, and this in turn leads to 

arachidonic acid production by phospholipase A]. Purkinje cells are known to possess 

both EAAC-1 and EAAT-4 glutamate transporters, and the contrasting responses to 

lOpM ACPD reported in chloride solution in section 5.2.4 may therefore be due to 

variations in the relative numbers of these transporters. In cells with predominantly 

EAAC-1 transporters, ACPD may compete with aspartate at the glutamate binding site 

on the transporter and lead to a reduction in the size of the uptake current, or act via 

the pathway postulated in the previous section. In cells with mostly EAAT-4 

transporters, lOpM ACPD could be expected to increase the uptake current by one of 

the mechanisms discussed above.

5.3.4.4 MCPG may be bound by perchlorate ions.

The apparent lack of uptake current inhibition by MCPG in the presence of 

perchlorate ions is hard to explain but might conceivably be due to it being bound by 

these ions and losing its (postulated) ability to compete with aspartate at the 

transporter’s glutamate binding site.

5.4 Conclusion

At present, the mechanism responsible for the observed results is unclear. It is 

clear, however, that they appear to be contrary to a number of previous findings,
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notably those of Takahashi el al. (1996a), who reported no change in aspartate evoked 

current in Purkinje cells with either ACPD or MCPG at the same concentrations as 

were used here.
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Chapter 6: Modulation of ionotropic glutamate receptors 

and sodium-dependent glutamate transporters by bilirubin.

6.1 Introduction

As described in section 1.5, bilirubin is produced as a by-product of beam 

oxygenase metabolism and causes jaundice and, particularly in neonates, neuronal 

damage, when it occurs in high concentrations (Cashore, 1990; Halamek and 

Stevenson, 1977). Recent research by other groups has suggested that one of the ways 

in which bilirubin might cause cell death is by increasing the activity of glutamate 

receptors, leading to excitotoxicity (Hoffmann et al., 1996; McDonald et al., 1998). It 

is also possible that bilirubin might interact with sodium-dependent glutamate 

transporters (section 1.5.3), and both of these possibilities are explored by the 

experiments described below.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Bilirubin does not affect ionotropic glutamate receptor mediated currents

During recording from CAl pyramidal cells in hippocampal slices, GABAa 

currents were blocked by inclusion in the bath solution of bicuculline (20pM). NMDA 

evoked currents were recorded at a membrane potential of -30mV to prevent the 

blockage of the NMDA receptors’ cation channels by magnesium in the bath solution 

(the increase in MK-801 binding reported previously (Hoffmann et al., 1996) was 

seen in magnesium free solution). AMPA evoked currents were recorded at -60mV to 

avoid noise from voltage-gated channels and to increase the size of the currents seen 

relative to those which are present at -30mV. All results are measured relative to the 

average of pre- and post control responses and are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. 

Statistical comparisons were performed using Student’s /-test. Agonist doses were
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chosen to be sub saturating on their steady state dose-response curves (Patneau & 

Mayer, 1990; Brew and Attwell, 1987) so that current changes due to alteration of 

either the affinity or Vmax could potentially be detected (NMDA receptor EC50 for 

NMDA = 35|iM, dose used = 10p,M; AMPA receptor EC50 for AMPA = llp.M, dose 

used = 5p.M; glutamate transporter EC50 for glutamate = 10-20|iM, dose used 

=10pM).

Despite previous reports that NMDA receptors open more after exposure to 

bilirubin, the application of free bilirubin (lOpM) to hippocampal slices did not 

significantly increase the response of CAl pyramidal cells to lOpM NMDA (Fig 6.1). 

In 6 cells the current was insignificantly increased by 4% ± 6%, P>0.3.

The application of free bilirubin (lOpM) also failed to modulate significantly 

the current evoked by 5pM AMPA at -60mV (current in 3 cells increased by 1% ± 

9%, P>0,9). Figure 6.2 shows a specimen trace from one of these cells.

6.2.2 Bilirubin does not affect sodium dependent glutamate transport

Salamander Müller cells generate a glutamate evoked current largely by 

activation of GLAST glutamate transporters (Eliasof et al, 1998; Spiridon et al, 1998). 

In 6 cells, the addition of lOpM free bilirubin to the bath solution did not significantly 

alter the uptake current generated by lOpM L-glutamate at -40mV (current decreased 

by 5% ±5% , P>0.3). A specimen trace from one of these cells is shown in Figure 6.3. 

I also carried out some experiments applying bilirubin in the presence of albumin (at a 

concentration of [Alb] = lOpM) in case albumin somehow facilitated an action of 

bilirubin. The total bilirubin concentration (B) in the albumin-containing solution was 

adjusted to 36.6pM so that the amount of free bilirubin was equal to that in the non

albumin containing solution. The free bilirubin concentration (b) was calculated using 

equation 6.1 which describes the binding of bilirubin to 3 sites on albumin (one high
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Figure 6.1 Effect of bilirubin (lOjitM) on the current evoked by the application of 

NMDA (10|iM) to a CAl pyramidal cell whole-cell clamped at -30mV in a 

hippocampal slice.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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Figure 6.2 Effect of bilirubin (10|liM) on the current evoked by the application of 

AMPA (5|aM) to a CAl pyramidal cell whole-cell clamped at -60mV in a 

hippocampal slice.

External solution was solution C from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution F from table 2.2
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Figure 6.3 Effect of bilirubin (10|iM) on the current evoked by the application of L- 

glutamate (lOpM) to a whole-cell clamped isolated Muller cell (generated largely by 

GLAST glutamate transporters).

External solution was solution A from table 2.1 

Internal solution was solution E from table 2.2
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affinity site with a Km of Ki = 30nM and two low affinity sites with a Km of Kz 

2|aM) (Simons & Jagt, 1980)).

1 +
[Alb\ 

[b] + K,
+

2x{Alb\ [6.1]

The application of bilirubin in the presence of albumin also did not 

significantly modulate the glutamate evoked current relative to that seen in albumin 

only (current increased by 13% ± 6%, n=4, P>0.1, data not shown). Pooling the data 

with and without albumin gives a non-significant bilirubin-evoked increase of uptake 

current of 8% ± 4%, n=10, P>0.06.

6.3 Discussion

Previous work (Hoffmann et al., 1996) suggested that bilirubin may increase 

the amount of NMDA receptor activation produced by a fixed concentration of 

glutamate. Despite the presence of a potentiating arachidonic acid-binding site on 

NMDA receptors (Miller et al., 1992), to which bilirubin might be expected to bind 

(Hsia et al., 1980; Odell et al., 1977; see section 1.5), I found no effect of bilirubin on 

NMDA-evoked currents in hippocampal pyramidal cells. Bilirubin also had no effect 

on AMPA-evoked currents, nor on the rate of glutamate uptake by transporters. This 

rules out potentiation of AMPA receptor-mediated depolarization, or a rise of 

extracellular glutamate concentration produced by uptake inhibition, as explanations 

for the observation (McDonald et al., 1998) that blocking NMDA receptor channels 

with MK-801 reduced bilirubin-evoked neuronal death.

Although my data show no short term direct effect of bilirubin on glutamate 

receptors or transporters, it is possible that bilirubin could have an action that was too
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slow to be seen in my experiments, for example increasing expression of NMDA 

receptors (although no change in MK-801 binding site density was seen by Hoffmann 

et al. (1996)) or decreasing transporter expression. Alternatively, bilirubin may have 

an action that was negated by the conditions of my experiment, for example an 

alteration of channel phosphorylation that might not occur when the cell is dialysed 

with the pipette solution (although previous work on NMDA receptor phosphorylation 

has used whole-cell clamping). Finally, although it would not explain the increased 

MK-801 binding seen in bilirubin (Hoffmann et al., 1996) (since that was seen in 

membranes removed from brain), it is possible that bilirubin produces NMDA 

receptor-dependent neuronal death by potentiating glutamate release from presynaptic 

terminals or sensitising the postsynaptic cell to the Ca^  ̂ influx which occurs through 

NMDA receptors.

6.4 Conclusion

I did not see any rapid modulatory effect of bilirubin on NMDA or AMP A 

receptors or on sodium-dependent glutamate uptake. These results suggest that, to 

explain previous data showing that bilirubin kills neurons in an NMDA receptor- 

dependent manner, it is necessary to look for long-term effects of bilirubin on 

components of glutamatergic signalling.
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Chapter?: Conclusion

The results presented in this thesis are discussed in detail at the end of chapters 

3-6. In this chapter I will present a summary of the main conclusions from each results 

chapter, and possibilities for future work.

7.1 Summary of Results

7.1.1 Stoichiometry of GLT-1 sodium-dependent glutamate uptake (Chapter 3).

For every glutamate ion moved into the cell across the plasma membrane by 

the GLT-1 transporter, three sodium ions are co-transported in, and one potassium ion 

is counter-transported out of the cell (Figure 1.2 A). In addition, either one proton is 

moved into the cell or a hydroxide ion is moved out. This stoichiometry for sodium- 

dependent transport is the same as that found for EAAT-3 by Zerangue & Kavanaugh 

(1996b), but differs from that suggested by earlier radiotracing experiments (Beatge et 

al., 1979; Stallcup et al., 1979), and electrophysiological work by Wadiche et al. 

(1995a) and Kanai et al. (1995), which indicated that the net movement of only one 

positive charge into the cell (suggesting 2 rather than 3 sodium ions, or no proton) 

occurred for each transport cycle. The movement of protons (or hydroxide ions) on the 

transporter leads to an acidification of the cytoplasm (Figure 3.7). The ability of the 

transporter to change the intracellular pH could be important as a means of signalling 

within glia, for example regulating cellular metabolism during periods of elevated 

extracellular glutamate concentration.

Zerangue & Kavanaugh (1996b) argued that the movement of 3 sodium ions, 

rather than 2, would enable glutamate transport to occur even under conditions of 

ischaemia (in which energy levels fall and ionic gradients are depleted), maintaining a 

low extracellular glutamate concentration and thus performing a neuro-protective
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function. By contrast, calculations in Chapter 3 demonstrate that even with the 

demonstrated stoichiometry with 3 sodium ions moving, the glutamate concentration 

in this situation could rise to over 100p,M due to reversal of sodium-dependent 

glutamate transporters, and neuronal damage would start to occur after a matter of 

minutes. This conclusion is further strengthened by observations in this lab that 

reversed uptake occurs only minutes after the onset of anoxia in hippocampal slices 

(Rossi, personal communication)

7.1.2 Cystine/glutamate exchange (Chapter 4).

Cystine/glutamate exchangers occur at densities of up to 75% of those of 

sodium-dependent glutamate transporters in some areas of the brain (Anderson et a l, 

1990). Applying ImM cystine to the outside of Purkinje cells in cerebellar slices 

evoked an inward current that was blocked by ionotropic glutamate receptor 

antagonists (Figure 4.2). This inward current was shown to be generated by glutamate 

release by cystine/glutamate exchange, probably from Bergmann glia surrounding the 

Purkinje cells in the slice. The relatively small amplitude of the currents seen, and the 

low concentration of physiological cystine which occurs in the extracellular fluid of 

the brain, suggest that this transporter will have a negligible effect on membrane 

currents in Purkinje cells under normal conditions. Furthermore, despite their high 

density, cystine/glutamate exchangers exert a much weaker control of extracellular 

glutamate than do sodium-dependent transporters. Thus the main role of the exchanger 

should be seen as that of a transport system for cystine, which they provide to cells as 

a precursor of the anti-oxidant glutathione.

7.1.3 Modulation of Na-dependent glutamate transport by mGluRs (Chapter 5).

Metabotropic glutamate receptors do not appear to signal directly to sodium- 

dependent glutamate transporters in Purkinje cells of the cerebellum by releasing G
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proteins which then bind to the intracellular domain of transporters (Figure 5.1). The 

group I mGluR agonist ACPD did change the size of the D-aspartate-evoked current 

in Purkinje cells, but not in a manner that suggests a simple interaction between 

metabotropic glutamate receptors and sodium-dependent glutamate transporters. 

ACPD potentiated the D-aspartate-evoked current in some cells (Figure 5.3) and a 

depressed it in others (Figure 5.4), and these effects were not simply reversed by the 

broad-spectrum mGluR antagonist MCPG which always reduced the size of the 

aspartate-evoked current (Figure 5.5). These results suggest opposing effects of ACPD 

on more than one sub-type of sodium-dependent glutamate transporter. Furthermore, 

there is a possibility that ACPD and / or MCPG interact directly with the glutamate 

binding site on some sodium-dependent glutamate transporter, acting as non

transported antagonists.

7.1.4 Modulation of ionotropic glutamate receptors and sodium-dependent 

glutamate transporters by bilirubin (Chapter 6).

Despite previous reports that bilirubin changes the functional characteristics of 

NMDA receptors (Hoffmann et a i, 1996; McDonald et al., 1998), I did not see any 

effect of bilirubin on the currents evoked in CAl pyramidal cells in the hippo camus 

by NMDA or by AMP A (Figures 6.1 and 6.2). I postulated that bilirubin, which is 

known to interact with arachidonic acid binding sites on other proteins (Hsia et al., 

1980; Odell et al., 1977), might act at such a site on sodium-dependent glutamate 

transporters (Barbour et al., 1989), but this was not apparent either (Figure 6.3). These 

results suggest that bilirubin does not rapidly modulate either ionotropic glutamate 

receptors or sodium-dependent glutamate transporters, but do not exclude the 

possibility that such an action may occur over a longer time period (explaining the 

disparity between these results and those obtained by in vivo experiments).
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7.2 Further Work

7.2.1 Chapter 3

The most obvious opportunity for further work in this area would be to 

characterise the stoichiometry of the other sub-types of sodium-dependent glutamate 

transporter using the method described in this thesis.

Another set of experiments could be undertaken to look at possible changes in 

synaptic efficacy at Purkinje cell synapses after intracellular acidification due to 

glutamate uptake. It is possible that the change in pH caused by transport might alter 

the release of transmitter presynaptically, or the response of receptors to transmitter 

postsynaptically.

7.2.2 Chapter 4

Perhaps the most worthwhile experiments which could be carried out on this 

subject would be to look for more effective, and specific blockers of cystine/glutamate 

exchange, providing a more accurate way to study the pharmacology of this system in 

the future. The recent cloning of this transporter might facilitate such work.

7.2.3 Chapter 5

There are many experiments that could be done to further investigate the 

modulation of sodium-dependent glutamate transporters by metabotropic glutamate 

receptors. The difficulty of elucidating the mechanisms involved within such a 

complex system as the Purkinje cell means that it would probably be better to use (at 

least initially) oocytes expressing different combinations of the transporters and 

receptors that occur in the Purkinje cell. These would include mGluRl and mGluR7, 

GLAST, EAAC-1 and EAAT-4. This approach would make it possible to gauge the 

relative contribution of each transporter to the total current changes seen in chapter 5, 

and the different actions on the transporters of the two metabotropic receptor types
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found in Purkinje cells. Furthermore, such a system would provide a more controlled 

environment in which to study possible non-specificity of the agonists and antagonists 

used in my work.

7.2.4 Chapter 6

Since my findings contradict earlier data on bilirubin’s effects on NMDA 

receptor properties, it would be interesting to carry out longer term tests on the effects 

of bilirubin, for example determining whether bilirubin alters expression of NMDA or 

AMP A receptors, or of glutamate transporters. Such experiments might best be done 

in cultured slices, which would allow the necessary duration of bilirubin application.
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